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Chapter 1
General 

introduction
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Multiple Sclerosis
Multiple Sclerosis (MS) is one of the most common causes of neurological disability 
in young adults. It affects ~2.5 million people worldwide. The age at disease 
onset is typically between 20-40 years and the disease course is highly variable  
between patients. The most common disease course, affecting 
~80% of newly diagnosed patients, is relapsing remitting MS (RRMS), 
which is characterized by relapses of neurological impairment and 
subsequent remissions. MS affects women twice more often than men.1  
Typically MS features an array of neurological symptoms, like unilateral visual loss, 
diplopia, loss of bladder control, bowel problems, ataxia, sensory disturbance and 
limb weakness.1 In addition, 45-55% of patients develop cognitive problems as well, 
such as memory impairment, reduced processing speed and attention deficits.2, 3

 Approximately 65% of RRMS patients develop secondary progressive MS 
(SPMS), which is characterized by a slowly progressive neurological decline. About 
10% of MS patients suffer from a progressive decline from onset of disease, with no 
or only a few (partial) remissions. This course of disease is called primary progressive 
MS (PPMS).4 A recently accepted MS phenotype is clinically isolated syndrome (CIS).5 

CIS is considered to be the first clinical presentation of the disease. CIS patients 
have experienced an MS related symptom, but have not fulfilled all criteria for a 
definitive MS diagnosis. They often have an MRI visible lesion, but it is unknown if 
new lesions will develop in time.5

Lesions in the white matter (WM) are a hallmark of MS and are characterized by 
inflammation, demyelination, gliosis and neuroaxonal degeneration and neuronal 
dysfunction.6 WM lesions can be divided into three subtypes; respectively active, 
chronic active and chronic inactive lesions.7 Inflammation is present at all stage 
of lesion development, but is more pronounced in early “active” lesions.6 Active 
WM lesions in MS show invading peripheral immune cells and blood brain barrier 
inflammation and dysfunction. The infiltrate is dominated by monocyte-derived 
macrophages, but also lymphocytes such as CD4+ and CD8+ T cells. Less frequently, 
infiltrated B cells and plasma cells can be found. This inflammatory reaction becomes 
less prominent in chronic active lesions, where less T-cells are seen. Marcophages 
and microglia remain in a chronic state of activation and move to the rim of the 
lesions. Finally, the inflammatory reaction is severely reduced or even absent in 
chronic inactive lesions, and activated microglia or macrophages are often rare.

MS has long been considered a typical WM disease. However, it has become 
increasingly clear that grey matter (GM) pathology is an important aspect 
of the disease, as well. Already in 1962, Brownell & Hughes described GM  
lesions in a selected set of MS autopsy cases.8 The authors used  
conventional histochemistry (Luxol Fast-Blue [LFB] or Klüver-Barrera) and detected 
a total of 1,595 lesions in 22 MS cases, of which only 5% were found to be restricted 
to the cortex.8 Later studies, however, using more sensitive immunohistochemical 
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stainings with antibodies against proteolipid protein (PLP) and myelin basic protein 
(MBP), showed that GM demyelination was much more extensive.9,10

 Based on the location of GM lesions in the cortex, GM lesions can be divided 
into 4 types.11 Type I lesions are a mixed WM/GM lesions and can, particularly in the 
WM part of the lesion, show some activated macrophages and microglia. Type II 
lesions are small, purely intracortical lesions, often with a blood vessel in the center 
of the lesion. Type III lesions are subpial lesions that reach from the pial surface 
downward into the cortex and are the most common cortical lesion in MS. Some 
cortical lesions span the entire cortex (but never enter the subcortical WM) and are 
called type IV lesion (See Figure 1).

Basically every GM area within the central nervous system can be affected by some 
degree of demyelination in MS. Immunohistochemical analysis reveals demyelination 
in the neocortex, hippocampus, spinal cord and deep GM structures such as the 
basal ganglia.12-21 Interestingly, GM demyelination increases substantially during 
the progression of the disease and seems to accelerate when the disease course 
converts from RRMS to SPMS.22 Demyelination can range from approximately 10% 
of the neocortex to ~40% of the cerebellar cortex.17, 18
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Figure 1 - Overview GM lesions
Classification of GM lesions as described by B. et al.9 Type I lesions (A) are GM/WM mixed lesions (original 
magnification, 25x). The black line indicates the border between WM and GM. The GM and WM parts of the 
lesion are indicated with an arrow and arrowhead, respectively. The red arrowhead indicates a WM lesion. 
Type II lesions (B) are located completely intracortically, while Type III and IV lesions run from the pial surface 
toward deeper cortical layers (D and E) or all the way to the GM/WM border, respectively [(C); original 
magnification, 50x]. Both (D and E) are sections showing the same Type III lesion. The lesion is visible in the MBP  
staining (D), showing a clearly demyelinated area (arrows indicate lesion borders), while the same area 
is invisible in a consecutive slide stained with a more conventional histochemical staining [(E); Luxol 
Fast-Blue)]. The original magnification is 50x (A–D), sections stained using myelin basic protein (MBP) 
antibodies. (E) Section stained using LFB.
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Diagnosis and treatment
MRI’s non-invasiveness and relative sensitivity to depict WM plaques in the brain 
and spinal cord has made this technique the most important tool to diagnose MS. 
Nowadays, if the proper diagnostic criteria are applied, MS can be diagnosed 
reliably. The radiological criteria center around two principles: “dissemination in 
space”, which means that lesions should be in more than one region of the CNS, 
and “dissemination in time”, which means that new lesions should appear on follow-
up MRI scans.23

 Conventional therapeutics in MS, such as interferon beta and glatiramer 
acetate, are aimed at suppressing the immune response and have moderate 
effect. Interferon beta and glatiramer acetate are both able to reduce incidence of 
relapse by 30%.24, 25 More novel antibody based therapeutics, such as Natalizumab  
(anti-very late antigen 4)26, Fingolimod (spingosine -1- phosphate receptor),27 

and Alemtuzumab (anti-CD52),28 specifically block the entrance of immune cells 
into the brain, prevent immune cells from leaving the lymph nodes or induce 
a long-lasting depletion of specific B and T cells. These recently approved 
therapeutics are very effective in preventing development of new lesions and 
reduce relapses by ~70% in RRMS, but can unfortunately also have serious side 
effects.29-32 Another therapeutic is dimethyl fumarate (BG-12).33 Dimethyl fumarate 
is thought to have an anti-inflammatory and cytoprotective effect by activating  
the nuclear E 2-related factor pathway.34 Although less effective than 
the antibody based therapeutics it was still able to reduce relapse rate  
by ~50% in RRMS patients.33 All these treatment options are currently used 
to treat RRMS, but have limited effect on progressive MS.35-37 The limited  
efficacy of the current treatment in progressive MS might be due to the 
neurodegenerative character of progressive MS, while current treatment mainly 
targets the immune system.

Visualization of GM pathology with MRI
Although, it seems obvious that patients with more WM lesions are clinically 
more impaired than patients with fewer lesions, the correlation between  
WM pathology and clinical outcome is generally rather poor.38 This clinical-
radiological dissociation has led to the investigation of GM pathology measures, 
such as GM lesions, GM integrity changes and GM atrophy. 
 Early involvement of GM lesions has been demonstrated in all phenotypes 
of MS, including CIS patients.39 Both GM lesion volume and the number of GM 
lesions are known to increase over time in patients that worsen faster compared 
with patients that are clinically stable.40 The number of GM lesions in the primary 
motor cortex correlates strongly with the severity of motor dysfunction.41  
In addition, overall GM lesion loads are associated with overall cognitive 
impairment,42 while specific cortical and hippocampal lesions are strongly 
associated with impaired visuospatial memory and processing speed.43, 44 Although  
GM lesions correlate better with disease progression than WM pathology, the detection 
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GM lesions with conventional MRI has proven to be hard 45 and therefore clinically  
less useful. The exact reason for the low sensitivity is unknown, but since 
the cortex has intrinsically low myelin density, demyelination generates low  
contrast on MRI. In addition, lesions are small and factors such as interfering 
MRI signal from cerebrospinal fluid (partial volume effects), as well as the lack  
of inflammation reduces the sensitivity of conventional T2-weighted MRI  
to detect cortical lesions. The poor sensitivity of conventional MRI had 
led to the introduction of more advanced MRI methods, such as fluid-
attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR),46 double inversion recovery (DIR) 
MRI sequences,47 phase-sensitive inversion recovery (PSIR),48 and 3D-T1 
based techniques.49 Although these techniques improved the detection of  
type I GM/WM mixed lesions, pure intracortical lesions (type II-IV) were still often 
missed.45 DIR, for example, is only able to detect ~20% of all cortical lesions 
on conventional MR field strengths (1,5-3T).45 Recently, the research field has  
shifted towards application and evaluation of even higher field strengths. The 
implantation of 7T MRI has led to detection of significantly more cortical lesions 
in vivo.50-53 This has been nicely illustrated by De Graaf et al.53 who observed  
an increased detection of cortical lesions by ~240% when comparing FLAIR 
sequences at 7T with FLAIR sequences 3T in 38 MS patients. However, still  
the majority of subpial lesions are missed. Extensive post-mortem analysis revealed 
that the mean sensitivity for cortical lesions at 7T was only 30%, when multiple 
sequences (FLAIR, DIR, T2 and T2*) were used in combination.54

 Quantitative MRI sequences, like DTI, have the potential to visualize 
MS pathology on a micro level, as they are able to give information about the  
organization of the tissue (see box 1). So far a few studies have investigated 
fractional anisotropy (FA) differences in MS cortex, some report an increase in FA55 
and some a decrease in FA in MS cortex compared to control cortex.56, 57 FA in GM 
lesions, however, seems to increase compared to normal myelinated cortex.55-57 
Normal myelinated cortex will be called NAGM (normal appearing grey matter)  
for the remaining of this thesis. The clinical relevance of cortical FA changes 
is still little investigated, but one study reports a correlation between cortical 
FA changes and increase Expanded Disability Status Score (EDSS), which is a  
general test for clinical impairment.55 Cortical FA changes are considered to 
reflect increased microglial density in GM lesions. These microglia are thought 
organize into micro-columns which subsequently structurizes the tissue and  
increases the anisotropy. However, so far this hypothesis has not been tested and 
seems to be unlikely as microglial/macrophage activation in the GM is rare in chronic 
MS. 
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Box 1 Diffusion Tensor Imaging86

The properties of water diffusion can be used to provide information about 
the integrity of the brain, including the cortex. The random diffusion of 
unconstrained water molecules is called isotropic diffusion. However, if water 
molecules are constrained by structure in their environment they will diffuse 
in some directions more than in other directions. This is called anisotropic 
diffusion. Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) makes use of this fact. In the brain 
the diffusion of water molecules are constrained by for example axonal 
fibers, and the diffusion along axonal fibers is easier than in other directions. 
DTI is therefore often used to measure brain connectivity. Based on the 
diffusivity along the y, x and z axes, a scalar quantity known as fractional 
anisotropy (FA) can be computed to express the preference of water to 
diffuse in an isotropic or anisotropic way. Besides FA also other quantities 
are used to expressed the diffusivity in the brain, namely longitudinal, radial 
and mean diffusivity (MD).   
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In contrast to GM lesions, GM atrophy can be quantified and monitored over time 
with reliable and reproducible brain volume analysis techniques (see box 2).58 Just 
as GM lesions do, GM atrophy start already early in the disease and accumulates 
with disease progression.22, 59 Moreover, whole brain atrophy rate seems to be 
mainly driven by GM atrophy in SPMS.22 Interestingly, GM atrophy correlates with 
the progression of the disease and seem to be related to clinical symptoms like 
cognitive impairment.60 As it is a reliable and reproducible measure of disease 
progression, brain volume measurements are becoming increasingly important in 
monitoring disease progression and treatment effect.
Just like cortical FA changes, at the onset of the current PhD project, it was unclear 
what GM atrophy, as measured by MRI, represented in terms of underlying tissue 
changes. It was generally considered to reflect a combination of neuro-axonal 
degeneration and demyelination. As such, GM atrophy is and was often used as an 
in vivo marker for neurodegeneration. 

Box 2 Brain atrophy87-91

Based on 3D-T1 weighted MR images brain volumes can be quantified using 
several analysis methods, from which FreeSurfer, SPM and FSL-SIENAX are 
the most popular. These brain volume estimation methods can be classified 
into surface based and volume based segmentation analysis. FreeSurfer 
performs a surface based analysis to determine cortical thickness or cortical 
volume. After correction for inhomogeneities, it segments the white matter 
mass. Subsequently it creates a mesh of the pial surface, inflates the brain 
and projects it to a sphere. Based on the inflated brain the gyri and sulci are 
mapped and the curvature at each vertex is determined. The inflated brain 
is coregistered to a spherical cortical atlas based on 40 manual parcellations. 
Finally, the volume and cortical thickness is calculated per parcellation.
SPM and FSL-SIENAX are both voxel-based analyses. The analysis starts with 
a tissue type segmentation based on intensity differences. It automatically 
identifies and quantifies GM, WM and CSF fraction per voxel. After this 
segmentation, regional GM volumes can be calculated by registering 
anatomical atlas, such as AAL, to the subjects native scans. 
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Neuropathology 
Classification and visualization of GM pathology have received much attention over 
the last years, but the pathogenesis of GM pathology is still unclear. MS autopsy 
studies, which usually deal with tissue from progressive MS patients, report extensive 
signs of inflammation in the WM, including lymphocyte infiltration, complement 
deposition and blood-brain barrier disruption. Inflammation was also reported in 
biopsy material of atypical MS cases,61 large screenings of autopsy material have 
revealed that GM demyelination is typically not associated with inflammation.10, 62 

Microglia may play a role in cortical MS pathology,63 as rims of activated microglia 
were found surrounding type III cortical lesions in patients with a more severe disease 
course.7 However, so far, it is unclear whether these microglia have a predominantly 
(neuro)protective or a proinflammatory, neurotoxic effect. 
 Thus, the initial stages of MS are characterized by inflammation in the WM 
and possibly also the GM. In the progressive stage, however, new inflammatory 
WM lesions appear less frequently and inflammatory GM lesions have rarely been 
reported. 10, 64, 65 The progressive phase is probably dominated by cytodegenerative 
processes (neurons, axons, oligodendrocytes). This was emphasized in a detailed 
quantitative post mortem study of normal myelinated cortex and cortical lesions 
in 22 chronic MS patients. They investigated cortical thinning and neuronal, glial 
and synapse loss in cortical lesions and normal myelinated cortex.66 The mean  
neuronal (10%), synapse (47%) and glia (36%) density was reduced in WM/GM  
mixed type I lesions compared with normally myelinated cortex. Interestingly, 
neurons in the normally myelinated cortex had lost polarization, perhaps due to loss 
of dendrites and axons. 
 Whether neurodegeneration is independent of demyelination in purely GM 
lesions (type II-IV) remains unclear. Only a few studies have addressed this issue, 
but the results of these studies were somewhat contradictory.20, 67-69 Some report 
significant neuronal loss in cortical lesions but no changes in NAGM,68, 69 but others 
report both detectable differences in neurodegeneration in NAGM and in cortical 
lesions compared to control cortex.67

GM pathogenesis
Regarding GM pathogenesis, several theories exist. One of the leading ideas 
has been that cortical GM demyelination may be due to meningeal inflammation 
and associated secretion of myelinotoxic factors (cytokines, chemokines) by 
meningeal immune cell aggregates.70, 71 Several results support this idea: substantial  
meningeal inflammation was convincingly shown in MS, sometimes associated 
with the formation of ectopic B cell follicle-like structures, possibly infected by  
Epstein-Barr virus.70, 72, 73 Patients with extensive meningeal inflammation and ectopic 
B cell follicle-like structures were found to have more GM demyelination and a gradual 
loss of neurons in cortical layers I-IV.74 However, it should be noted that patients with 
ectopic B cell follicle-like structures also had a more aggressive disease course, with 
an earlier age at clinical onset and death.70 Moreover, Kooi et al.75 found that a one-
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on-one spatial correlation between meningeal inflammatory infiltrates and cortical 
demyelination was absent in progressive MS cases, which emphasizes the need for 
further investigation into the causal relation between meningeal inflammation and 
cortical demyelination and/or neurodegeneration in MS. 
 WM demyelination and axon transection might also contribute to GM 
pathology, e.g. via retrograde myelino-axonal degradation. Retrograde degradation 
could lead to demyelination and degeneration of the axons in the GM, which 
could subsequently become evident as a GM lesion. Demyelination hampers the 
transduction of electric signals along axons and the damaged axons redistribute 
and up-regulate ion channels (Nav1.2 and Nav1.6) to counterbalance impaired signal 
propagation.76 However, this requires increased adenosine triphospate (ATP) levels, 
which dysfunctioning mitochondria cannot produce.77 Mitochondrial dysfunction is 
probably caused by free oxygen radicals produced during inflammation by immune 
cells in the WM, but can also be produced by the dysfunctioning mitochondria 
themselves.78, 79 The imbalance between increased energy demand and decreased 
energy supply has been termed “virtual hypoxia”.80, 81 A state of virtual hypoxia 
leads to excessive amounts of intracellular calcium (Ca2+) due to reversed Na+/Ca2+ 
exchangers and activation of apoptotic Ca2+ dependent signaling pathways, which 
eventually leads to degeneration of the axon in the WM. 
 Glutamate excitotoxicity may also activate Ca2+ dependent intracellular 
signaling pathways. Several studies report alterations in glutamate homeostasis.82-84 
MS brains show excessive expression of ionotropic and metabotropic glutamate 
receptors on axons, oligodendrocytes, astrocytes and macrophages/microglia.82-84 
Overactivation of glutamate receptors in combination with downregulation of 
glutamate transporters may finally lead to opening of voltage gated Ca2+ channels 
and cause an elevated internal release of Ca2+.81 (figure 2 summarizes the molecular 
pathways involved in virtual hypoxia and glutamate excitotoxicity). 
 Another pathological process of relevance might be selective vulnerability 
of specific cell populations as is observed in other neurodegenerative diseases, 
like e.g. Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s disease. Recently, an imbalance in the 
cholinergic neurotransmitter system within the hippocampus has been described.85 
Both the expression and activity of the acetylcholine producing enzyme, choline 
acetyltransferase (ChAT) and the degrading enzyme, acetylcholinesterase (AChE) 
were compared to Alzheimer’s disease (AD) patients and non-neurological controls 
(NC). Compared to AD and controls, ChAT expression was decreased in MS, while 
the AChE levels and activity remained the same in MS hippocampi. This in turn 
may cause reductions of available acetylcholine in the synaptic cleft. Moreover, this 
imbalance was independent of demyelination, thus once more underscoring the 
relative independence of neurodegeneration and demyelination. 
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Figure 2 - Glutamate excitotoxicity and virtual hypoxia.93

During glutamate excitotoxicity, cells are overstimulated by glutamate (Glu) via metabotropic and 
ionotropic receptors. Inositol triphosphate (IP3), generated by the activation of metabotropic glutamate 
receptors (mGluR1) and GluR5 kainate receptors, acts via phospholipase C (PLC) to release Ca2+ from 
internal calcium stores, such as the endoplasmatic reticulum (ER). Direct entry of Ca2+ takes place through 
voltage-gated L-type and N-type Ca2+ channels (Cavchannel) and through GluR4 AMPA receptors. Ca2+ 
, in turn, activates all kind of neurodegenerative Ca2+ dependent enzymes, such as calpain. Ca2+ also 
activates NO synthase (NOS), which generates NO and increases the production of reactive oxygen 
species, such as peroxynitrite (ONOO¬).  Reactive oxygen species impair mitochondrial functioning and 
reduce the production of ATP. Herewith, glutamate excitotoxicity contributes to a state of virtual hypoxia. 
The reduction in energy supply leads to a failure of ATP dependent pumps, such as the Na+/K+ and 
Ca2+ATPases. Internal Na+ concentration will rise and eventually stimulates Na+/Ca2+ to work in reverse 
and import Ca2+.
 As described in chapter 4, we observed an up-regulation of the potassium channels, Kir6.2 
and KCNQ4, in NAGM of MS patients. We hypothesize that these channels are involved in a coping 
mechanism in excitoxic and hypoxic circumstances. The role of these channels in excitotoxicity and 
hypoxia are illustrated above. Kir6.2 channels open when the ATP/ADP ratio decrease. In addition Ca2+ 
released from ER binds to calmodulin (CaM) and opens KCNQ4 channels. The opening of KCNQ4 
and kir6.2 reduce neuronal firing and metabolism, due to hyperpolarization (KCNQ4) or increased K+ 
conductance (kir6.2).
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Aims and outline of thesis.
As described above, nowadays MR imaging is a frequently used technique to 
monitor disease progression. GM lesions, GM integrity changes and particularly GM 
atrophy seem to be important and correlate with the progression of the disease. 
However, often little is known about the biological/pathological processes that are 
reflected by MRI. An important goal of the research described in this thesis was 
to investigate possible underlying tissue changes of GM atrophy and grey matter 
integrity changes as measured by MRI. These studies are described in chapter 2: 
Post mortem validation of GM atrophy and diffusion MRI. In chapter 2.1 we 
investigated the underlying pathology of FA and MD differences in cortical lesions 
compared to NAGM. In chapter 2.2 we investigated what GM atrophy, as measured 
by MRI, truly is in terms of underlying tissue changes. While chapter 2.3 describes 
the validation of three commonly used MRI GM volume measurement methods in a 
post-mortem setting.
 Chapter 2.2 generated important questions that we tried to answer in 
chapter 3 and 4. Apparently GM atrophy is unrelated to local GM demyelination, but 
is neurodegeneration truly independent of GM demyelination? An attempt to answer 
this question is described in chapter 3. We investigated using immunohistochemistry 
whether subpial lesions, which constitute the most frequent MS cortical lesion type, 
contribute to significant neurodegeneration.
In addition, described in chapter 4, if neurodegeneration is independent of 
demyelination, what kind of potentially pathological mechanism are regulated in 
the NAGM of MS patients. We investigated the expression of genes involved in 
neuronal functioning using three qPCR arrays. Finally, the results of previous chapters 
are summarized and put into perspective in chapter 5.

Box 3 Immunohistochemistry92

Immunohistochemistry (IHC) can be used to label specific proteins in tissue 
sections, and makes use of antibodies (primary antibodies), mostly raised 
in rabbit or mice, which bind specific proteins. Subsequently, chromogen 
labeled secondary antibodies are used that bind the primary antibodies. In 
general two labeling techniques are used; direct labeling with fluorochrome 
compounds or labeling using active enzymes. The enzymes are horseradisch 
peroxidase or calf intestine alkaline phosphatase, which are added to the 
tissue sections and bind with biotin, avidin/streptavidin labeled secondary 
antibodies. Subsequently, a chromogen is added which leads to a colored 
deposition near the antibodies. Fluorchrome labeled antibodies can be 
imaged using fluorescence microscopy; enzymatic labeled antibodies can 
be imaged using bright field microscope.
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Background: Using diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), it was previously found 
that demyelinated gray matter (GM) lesions have increased fractional 
anisotropy (FA) when compared to normal-appearing GM (NAGM) 
in multiple sclerosis (MS). The biological substrate underlying this FA 
change is so far unclear; both neurodegenerative changes and microglial 
activation have been proposed as causal contributors. 
Objective: To test the proposed hypothesis that microglia activation is 
responsible for increased FA in cortical GM lesions.
Methods: We investigated post-mortem cortical DTI changes in 
hemispheric, coronally cut sections and investigated the underlying 
histopathology using immunohistochemistry. 
Results: overall there were few activated microglia/macrophages and no 
difference between GM lesions and NAGM was observed. However, cell 
density was increased in GM lesions compared to NAGM (309.67 ±SD 
124.44 vs. 249.95 ±SD 56.75, p=0.002). 
Conclusion: FA increase was not due to lesional and non-lesional 
differences in microglia activation and/or proliferation. We found an 
increase in general cellular density without a notable difference in cellular 
size, i.e. tissue compaction, as a possible alternative explanation.

Keywords: DTI, FA, MD, 7T MRI, histopathology, cortical lesions, Multiple 
Sclerosis.
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Introduction
Cortical gray matter (GM) pathology is common and extensive in multiple sclerosis 
(MS), especially in the progressive phase of the disease. Demyelinated cortical 
lesions are related to both physical and cognitive disability,1, 2 but are difficult to 
visualize using conventional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) techniques.3 Even 
when using more advanced techniques, such as double inversion recovery (DIR) 
or phase-sensitive inversion recovery (PSIR), or when imaging at (ultra) higher field 
strengths, the study of cortical GM pathology remains challenging.4, 5 Quantitative 
MRI techniques such as diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), has the potential to provide 
more details regarding the microstructural environment of the GM and its pathology. 
A few in vivo studies have investigated fractional anisotropy (FA) and mean diffusivity 
(MD) differences in the cortex of MS patients compared to healthy controls.6-9 Results 
of these studies were somewhat contradictory; FA in cortical normal-appearing GM 
(NAGM; as defined by conventional MRI) either decreased7, 8 or increased,6 while 
MD either increased7, 8 or showed no difference compared to controls.6 The reason 
for these contradictory results in NAGM could be the considerable heterogeneity in 
terms of missed cortical lesions in the ‘NAGM’ areas. So far, only three DTI studies 
looked specifically at FA and MD differences in cortical lesions compared to NAGM,6, 

8 or compared to similar regions in control cortex.7 The FA of cortical GM lesions 
consistently increased in all three studies,6-8 while MD measures either increased,7 

decreased6 or showed no difference.8 The aforementioned studies explain the 
observed FA increase by neuronal, dendritic and synaptic loss on the one hand 
and local activation of microglia that may align anisotropically on the other.6,7,9 A 
previous Positron Emission Tomography (PET) study revealed microglial activation in 
cortical GM of MS patients, which showed a relationship with clinical disability.10 In 
several post mortem studies, however, it was already shown that activated microglial 
numbers in MS cortex are not importantly increased compared to white matter.11-13   
 In the current comparative post-mortem MRI and histopathology study, we 
tested the proposed hypothesis that microglia activation is responsible for increased 
FA in cortical GM lesions. 

Materials and Methods

Patients and autopsy
Coronally cut, 10-mm thick full-hemispheric brain slices of fourteen patients with 
histopathologically confirmed MS were selected and formalin-fixed after rapid 
autopsy (mean postmortem delay 5 hours 37 minutes). Seven females and seven 
males (age at death 68.0 ± 13.0 years) were included with a mean disease duration 
of 27.5 ± 12.2 years. Demographic and neuropathological details of the donors can 
be found in Table 1. Prior to death, all donors were registered at the Netherlands 
Brain Bank, Amsterdam, the Netherlands. All donors gave written informed consent 
for the use of their tissue and medical records for research purposes. Permission for 
performing autopsies, use of tissue and access to medical records, was granted by 
the institutional ethics review board. 

2
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MR acquisition and analysis
Imaging was performed using a 7.0 Tesla Bruker Biospec USR70/30 imager (Bruker 
BioSpin MRI GmbH, Ettlingen, Germany) and a vendor provided 8.5 cm diameter RF 
transmitter/receiver coil. Each formalin-fixed brain slice was placed into a rectangular 
plastic tissue container and immersed in 10% buffered formalin. The MRI protocol 
included:
(i) 2D multi-echo spin-echo (SE) T2-weighted image with repetition time (TR) = 4000 
ms, echo times (TE) = 19.1/38.2/57.3, number of excitations (NEX) = 6, FOV = 100 x 
80 mm2, image matrix = 1000 x 80, and slice thickness 1 mm.
(ii) Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) with TR = 5000, TE = 55, FOV = 100 x 80 mm2, 

MS case Sex Age  
(in yrs)

PMD 
(in h:min)

DD 
(in yrs)

COD

1 M 80 6:05 45 pneumonia

2 F 81 3:30 27 pneumonia

3 F 66 7:30 17 pulmonary 
hypertension

4 M 71 4:00 15 pulmonary 
carcinoma

5 F 54 6:00 16 liver cancer

6 M 63 4:30 25 pneumonia

7 M 78 3:00 33 euthanasia

8 M 59 5:00 n/a euthanasia

9 M 56 10:10 13 suicide

10 F 56 8:25 32 pneumonia

11 F 54 3:30 31 Heart failure

12 M 58 4:00 27 pneumonia

13 F 95 6:30 55 unknown

14 F 81 6:30 21 heart failure

Mean ± SD 68.0 ± 13.0 5:37 ± 2:05 27.5 ± 12.2

PMD, post-mortem delay (h:min); 
DD, disease duration in years since diagnosis; 
COD, cause of death; 
n/a, unavailable/unknown.

Table 1. 
Demographic and neuropathology data of subjects
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image matrix = 50 x 40, and voxel size = 2 x 2 x 1mm3, using a twice-refocused 
spin-echo diffusion technique with 30 different gradient-encoding directions and 3 
b-values (0, 1500, and 3000 s/mm2).

Histology
After MRI, the coronally cut full-hemispheric brain slices were cut in half to reveal 
the MRI imaged plane, and embedded in paraffin. 8-µm-thick sections were cut 
and mounted onto glass slides (Superfrost, VWR international, Leuven, Belgium). 
Sections were deparaffinized and rehydrated in a graded series of xylene and ethanol. 
Sections were stained with Nissl (thionin; Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc, Waltham, MA) 
for nucleotide material in all types of cells (including neurons). In addition, staining 
was performed for myelin (anti-PLP, 1:1000; Serotec, Oxford, United Kingdom) and 
activated microglia/macrophages (human leukocyte antigen, HLA-DR, 1:500; gift 
from Dr J. Hilgers, VU University Medical Center, Amsterdam, the Netherlands). For 
HLA-DR sections, antigen was retrieved by incubating the slides in citrate buffer (PH: 
6.0) for 30 minutes at 95 ˚C. After primary antibody incubation sections were rinsed 
and incubated with EnVision horseradish peroxidase complex (DAKO, Glostrup, 
Denmark) for 30 min at room temperature. Finally, sections were rinsed, and 
peroxidase reaction was developed with 3,3’ diaminobenzidine-tetrahydrochloride 
dihydrate (DAB, DAKO, Glostrup, Denmark) as chromogen. 

Scoring and matching 
Histopathological scoring of cortical lesions on hemispheric tissue sections was 
performed by LJ, blinded to clinical and MRI information. Lesions were defined as 
areas of complete demyelination (lack of PLP). Scored sections were subsequently 
matched to the corresponding T2-w MRI planes (with TE=19.1), using as many cortical 
anatomical landmarks as possible. Lesions were drawn as regions of interests (ROIs) 
on the MR images using the Medical Image Processing, Analysis and Visualization 
(MIPAV, Centre for Information Technology, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, 
MD, USA). In addition, ROIs of NAGM were drawn on the MRI images, in the full 
width of the cortex, matching their respective histological sections to assure correct 
classification. 

Data processing
DTI images were processed with in-house Matlab (MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts) 
scripts. Subsequently, B0, FA and MD maps were co-registered with the T2-w images 
using FLIRT (part of the FMRIB Software Library (FSL) Version 5.0 (Jenkinson, 2012). 
Subsequently, regions of interest (ROIs) from T2-w images were co-registered onto 
the B0, FA and MD maps and average FA and MD was calculated for each ROI with 
FSL. All co-registered images and ROIs were manually checked to confirm that there 
were no errors in co-registration or overlap with artifacts. See Figure 1 for a T2-w, B0, 
MD and FA image with matching PLP and LN3/Nissl histology for a type III lesion.

2
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Figure 1 - Post-mortem MRI and histology. Matched MRI images of (a) T2, (b) B0, (c) mean diffusivity, 
and (d) fractional anisotropy. The white block on (a)-(d) depicts the same area, with a type II lesion, as 
shown with (e) proteolipid protein. The HLA-DR counterstained with (f`) Nissl shows little to no microglia 
activation.

Analysis of histopathological data
Morphometric analyses were done using a Leica DM / RBE photomicroscope with 
a Xillix MicroImager digital camera (1280x1024 pixels) attached to an MCID Elite 
image analysis system (Imaging Research Inc, Ontario, Canada). Images were taken 
at 50x magnification from the entire cortex (from pia to WM/GM border) in area’s 
containing cortical lesions and in NAGM. The cortical lesions and NAGM were 
selected based on MRI and PLP-stainings (see paragraph Scoring and Matching).  
The exposure conditions were kept constant during digitization.
 Within every ROI, the cortex was measured at six different points, starting at 
the pial surface and ending at the WM/GM border. Three measurements of 88,725.66 
µm2 were done in the superficial layers and three in de deeper layers. These six 
measurements were subsequently averaged and used in the statistical analysis. In 
Nissl stained sections, the cell density and averaged cell size was measured using 
MCID in-house developed segmentation scripts. The segmentation scripts construct 
a measuring template, which is used to measure cells in the original non-modified 
images. Subsequently, cell density was corrected for the thickness of cortex, which 
is substantially influenced by cutting direction during sectioning and autopsy.  The 
correction was done as follows: The mean cell density per ROI was divided by the 
thickness of the cortex measured in that ROI using a Nissl stained section (see Figure 
2).
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HLA-DR positive activated microglia/macrophages were visually quantified on a 
scale from 0 to 4 (0 – no activated microglia/macrophages, 4 – numerous activated 
microglia/macrophages).

Statistical analysis
Descriptive and statistical analysis was performed using IBM SPSS 20.0 for windows 
(SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL). FA and MD histograms and Shapiro-Wilk tests revealed 
evidence for non-normality. Therefore, for the DTI analysis between GM lesions 
and NAGM, we used a Mann-Whitney Test for differences between GM lesions and 
NAGM. For the histopathological analysis, differences in microglia activation were 
assessed with a Chi-square test. Cell density and cell size showed normal histograms 
and Shapiro-Wilk tests, therefore analysis between GM lesions and NAGM was 
performed with Student’s t-test. Differences were considered significant if p < 0.05.

Figure 2 - Cell density measurement
Nissl stained sections were digitized at a 50x magnification. ROI 
were selected corresponding with the lesions and NAGM on the 
MRI images. Subsequently, cell density was measured at 6 points 
within the ROIs. The average of those 6 measurements per ROI 
was divided by the thickness (T) of the cortex in that ROI.
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Results
After histopathological inspection of PLP stained sections, the fourteen brain slices 
contained a total of 53 cortical GM lesions. In addition, 43 areas of histopathologically 
verified NAGM were selected. For DTI analysis, 5 lesions and 4 areas of NAGM were 
excluded due to signal inhomogeneities. This resulted in a final dataset of 48 cortical 
GM lesions (five type I lesions, four type II lesions, fifteen type III lesions and twenty-
four type IV lesions as described by Bo et al.14) and 39 areas of NAGM.

MRI differences in FA and MD
ROI analysis of FA and MD maps showed that GM lesions have a significantly higher 
FA than NAGM (0.087 ±SD 0.040 vs 0.066 ±SD 0.021, p = 0.02). There were no 
significant differences in MD (0.653 ±SD 0.218 vs 0.610 ±SD 0.210, p = 0.348). These 
results are visualized in Figure 3. 

Histopathological differences that could account for increase in FA
To investigate the possible underlying histopathology of this increase in FA, sections 
of the brain slices were subsequently stained for presence of activated microglia/
macrophages (HLA-DR) and neuronal cell bodies (Nissl). Due to tissue disintegration 
during the (immuno)histochemical staining procedure, the final dataset consisted of 
20 lesions (one type I, three type II, seven type III and nine type IV) and 29 areas of 
NAGM for HLA-DR and 26 lesions (one type I, three type II, eleven type III and eleven 
type IV lesions) and 24 areas of NAGM (in twelve patients) for Nissl histopathological 
analysis. 
Only very few activated microglia were observed in the brain sections. We found 
no difference in activated microglia/macrophages between GM lesions and NAGM 
(GM lesions: 0.069 ±SD 0.26, NAGM: 0.200 ±SD 0.41; χ²(1) = 1.89, p = 0.210). 
However, corrected for cortical thickness, GM lesions had significantly higher 
densities of Nissl-stained cells per mm2 cortex (309.67 ±SD 124.44) than NAGM 
(249.95 ±SD 56.75, p=0.002), whereas cellular size remained similar (GM lesions: 
68.06 ±SD 19.05, NAGM: 78.38 ±SD 20.75, p=0.98). This is shown in Figure 4.  

Chapter 2.1
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Figure 3 Differences in FA and MD 
GML, gray matter lesion; NAGM, normal-appearing gray matter; 
* p < 0.05

The substrate of increased cortical FA in MS

Figure 4 Differences in cell density and cell size between GM lesions and NAGM 
GML, gray matter lesion; NAGM, normal-appearing gray matter; 
* p < 0.05

2
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Discussion
In our post-mortem brain samples, we confirmed the in vivo reported6-8 increase 
of FA in GM lesions compared to NAGM, while no changes in MD were found. 
Subsequent histological analysis suggested that this FA increase was not due to 
lesional and non-lesional differences in microglia activation. In an exploration, we 
found an increase in cellular density without a notable difference in cellular size, i.e. 
due to tissue compaction, as a possible alternative explanation. 
  Previous biopsy studies have found an increase in activated microglia of early, 
atypically presenting MS cases.15 Also, a subset of cortical lesions in longstanding MS 
patients with more active inflammatory profiles showed more prominent microglia 
activation16 and activated microglia were found in cortical MS tissue using PET.10 

Generally, however, late-stage MS patients seen at autopsy are characterized by a 
lack of inflammation in NAGM and GML,12, 17, 18 with very few (activated) microglia 
present in the cortex.11-13 In line with these studies, our post-mortem sample of 
chronic MS patients showed very few activated microglia/macrophages in cortical 
GM (as shown in Figure 1), though they still showed an increase in FA. Nevertheless, 
some microglia activation was found in white matter lesions (see Figure 5).
 A recent post-mortem MRI study by our group has shown that neuronal 
size, neuronal density and axonal density jointly and predominantly explain cortical 
volume loss as measured with MRI in longstanding MS.19 Therefore, aside from 
microglia activation, we looked at cell density and size to possibly explain the FA 
increase in GM lesions. Although our findings suggest that cell size and density 
may play a role in FA increase, it would be interesting to investigate whether  there 
is a more direct relationship between neurodegeneration and increase in FA. This 
can be achieved by including a DTI sequence to the post-mortem in situ MRI and 
subsequently analyzing the tissue histopathologically. 
 There are several limitations that need to be considered. For this dataset, it 
was unfortunately not possible to use an extensive list of histopathological staining 
to analyze other factors possibly influencing FA. In future studies, other possibilities 
such as oligodendrocyte precursors (OPC) in remyelination should also be considered 
as possible factors influencing cortical FA and MD. Recruitment of OPCs is crucial to 
the remyelination process20 and OPCs are increased in cortical lesions;21 especially 
in early MS patients.22 However, it is less likely that an increase in OPCs explain an 
increase in lesional FA, as OPCs should not necessarily align anisotropically. Lastly, 
a combination of differences in field strengths, sequence parameters, tissue fixation 
and processing tend to decrease FA and MD values in the post mortem setting.23 
This should be kept in mind when comparing between post mortem and in vivo 
studies.
 In conclusion, FA increase in MS cortical lesions is not likely explained by 
morphological changes following microglia activation as suggested in the literature. 
An alternative proposed in this study is tissue compaction resulting from ongoing 
neurodegeneration. Further exploration is now required, specific cellular components 
(synaptic, dendritic, axonal, somatic, glial) and specific cell types should be further 
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scrutinized in relation to measured FA changes. This will increase our understanding 
of the biological substrates of MRI measures that can subsequently be used as 
prognostic and treatment monitoring tools in MS. 
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Figure 5 - White matter lesion with microglia activation. Histological image of (a) proteolipid protein 
with a white matter lesion (in box) and (b) HLA-DR counterstained with Nissl of this lesion, which shows 
(c) microglia activation. 
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Background: Cortical atrophy, assessed with magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI), is an important outcome measure in multiple sclerosis 
(MS) studies. However, the underlying histopathology of cortical volume 
measures is unknown. 

Objective: We investigated the histopathological substrate of MRI-
measured cortical volume in MS using combined post-mortem imaging 
and histopathology. 
Methods: MS brain donors underwent post-mortem whole-brain in-
situ MRI imaging. After MRI, tissue blocks were systematically sampled 
from the superior and inferior frontal gyrus, anterior cingulate gyrus, 
inferior parietal lobule, and superior temporal gyrus. Histopathological 
markers included neuronal, axonal, synapse, astrocyte, dendrite, myelin, 
and oligodendrocyte densities. Matched cortical volumes from the 
aforementioned anatomical regions were measured on the MRI, and 
used as outcomes in a nested prediction model. 

Results: Forty-five tissue blocks were sampled from 11 MS brain donors. 
Mean age at death was 68±12 year, post-mortem interval 4±1 hours and 
disease duration 35±15 years. MRI-measured regional cortical volumes 
varied depending on anatomical region. Neuronal density, neuronal size 
and axonal density were significant predictors of GM volume. 

Conclusions: In patients with long-standing disease, neuronal and axonal 
pathology are the predominant pathological substrates of MRI-measured 
cortical volume in chronic MS.

Keywords: Multiple Sclerosis, MRI, Brain Atrophy, Neurodegeneration, 
Grey Matter, Histopathology.

ABSTRACT 
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Introduction
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) in multiple sclerosis (MS) reveals inflammatory 
demyelinating lesions in the white matter (WM), but these lesions alone insufficiently 
explain clinical disability.1 Brain atrophy, whether whole-brain or region-specific, can 
be quantified and monitored over time with reliable and reproducible brain volume 
analysis techniques.2 Both WM and grey matter (GM) atrophy play an important role 
from the earliest stages of the disease,3 but especially GM atrophy accrues rapidly 
with disease progression,4 and is directly related to patients’ cognitive functioning.5 
Currently the pathological substrate of MRI-visible GM atrophy is unknown. Neuro-
axonal degeneration and cortical demyelination may be the most likely candidates 
for explaining GM atrophy in MS.6

 Autopsy studies in MS have indeed revealed degenerative changes in 
normal-appearing GM and in GM lesions.7-12 For example, demyelinated hippocampi 
exhibited extensive synaptic loss, with relatively intact neuronal numbers.7 
Degeneration of the neocortex included axonal, dendritic, glial and neuronal loss.8, 

10-12 Which of these factors, or combination thereof, is responsible for cortical volume 
loss as measured with MRI in MS? To answer this question, we prospectively acquired 
in-situ post-mortem MRI scans with a very short post-mortem delay and calculated 
regional cortical volumes from these MRI data. After rapid autopsy, we systematically 
studied five cortical areas for signs of neurodegenerative changes, myelin loss and 
glial changes using immunohistochemistry.

Materials and Methods
Tissue was collected by MRI-guided dissection in collaboration with the Netherlands 
Brain Bank (http://www.brainbank.nl/). Only autopsies with very short post-mortem 
delay (≤7 hours) were included. The MRI protocol comprises both whole-brain in-
situ MRI, and MRI of 10-mm thick coronal brain slices, cut at autopsy, as described 
in more detail before.13 Briefly, after arrival in the hospital, the patient undergoes 
an MRI scan with the brain in-situ, similar to in-vivo MRI scanning.  Subsequently, 
the brain is removed from the skull and cut into 10-mm thick coronal brain slices, 
which each undergo a second MRI scan, including double inversion recovery (DIR) 
sequences used for identifying GM lesions and NAGM. Guided by DIR, tissue blocks 
are removed from the brain slices and fixed in 10% formalin. Figure 1 contains a 
schematic representation of our workflow. 

Standard protocol approvals, registrations, and patient consents.
The study was approved by the institutional ethics review board. Before death, the 
donors or their next of kin provided written informed consent for the use of their 
tissue and clinical information for research purposes to the Netherlands Brain Bank.

2
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Figure 1: Study flow chart.
MRI = Magnetic Resonance Imaging; WM = white matter; GM = grey matter; NAGM = normal-appearing 
grey matter; DIR = Double Inversion Recovery; ROI = region of interest.

MR imaging and image processing
MR imaging was performed using 1.5T Siemens Sonata and Avanto MRI scanners, 
depending on the availability at the time of autopsy. The in-situ image acquisition 
protocol included, for lesion volumetry: a dual-echo T2-weighted sequence 
(TR=5640ms, TE=22/98ms, FA=150, 3mm axial slices, in plane resolution=1x1mm); 
and for atrophy measurements: a sagittal 3DT1-weighted imaging sequence 
(TR=2700ms, TE=5.1ms, TI=950ms, FA=8, voxel size=1.2x1.2x1.3mm) and a sagittal 
3D-FLAIR sequence (TR=6500ms, TE=355ms, TI=2200ms, voxel size=1.2x1.2x1.3mm). 
The brain slice image acquisition protocol included DIR images (TR=2350ms, 
TE=355ms, TI=350ms FA=180, voxel size=1.2x1.2x1.3mm).

In situ image analyses
The 3DT1 images were used to measure cortical volume globally, and in specific 
cortical regions corresponding with the tissue samples extracted (Figure 1). MS 
lesions may appear hypointense on 3DT1-images and may hamper automated 
GM segmentation.14 Therefore, lesion masks were manually outlined on the 3DT1-
images using MIPAV (http://mipav.cit.nih.gov/) and lesion-filling15 was performed 
using LEAP.16 All subsequent analyses used lesion-filled 3DT1-images.
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Cortical reconstruction was performed on 3DT1-images with the FreeSurfer image 
analysis suite version 5.3, which is documented and freely available for download 
online (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/). Briefly, this processing includes removal 
of non-brain tissue, automated Talairach transformation, segmentation of the 
subcortical structures, intensity normalization, tessellation of the GM/WM boundary, 
automated topology correction, and surface deformation following intensity 
gradients to optimally place the GM/WM and GM/CSF borders at the location 
where the greatest shift in intensity defines the transition to the other tissue class. 
Once the cortical models are complete, the surface will be inflated and registered 
to a spherical atlas and the cerebral cortex will be parcellated into units based on 
gyral and sulcal structure.17, 18 The 3D-FLAIR images were used for refining the pial 
surface as available in the last versions of the FreeSurfer pipeline (https://surfer.nmr.
mgh.harvard.edu/fswiki/ReleaseNotes), and the brain masks and WM masks were 
manually edited for correctness. The final GM segmentation was visually checked for 
correctness. The volumes of the superior and inferior frontal gyrus, anterior cingulate 
gyrus, superior temporal gyrus, and inferior parietal lobule were normalized for 
intracranial volume (to correct for differences in head size) and these normalized 
volumes were used as outcome measure in the statistical analyses.
 For the general description of our sample, FSL-SIENAX19 was used on the  
3DT1-images. SIENAX calculates the total volume of brain tissue and separate 
estimates of volumes of GM and WM. WM lesions were also manually outlined using 
MIPAV on the short echo of the dual-echo images, and WM lesion volumes were 
quantified. 

Pathological tissue sampling
At autopsy, cortical regions were sampled using a standardized protocol using brain 
slice DIR images as reference. The following anatomical regions were sampled: 
superior and inferior frontal gyrus, anterior cingulate gyrus, inferior parietal lobule, 
and superior temporal gyrus. Tissue blocks were excluded if they contained 
macroscopic or DIR-visible MS lesions following standard guidelines.20 Hence, only 
normal-appearing GM was sampled as part of the standardized autopsy procedure.
 
Histopathology
Tissue blocks were fixed in 10% buffered formalin, embedded in paraffin, cut 
10μm-thick and mounted on Superfrost Plus glass slides (VWR international; 
Leuven, Belgium). Sections were deparaffinized and rehydrated in graded series of 
xylene and ethanol. Consecutive sections were stained for Nissl (thionin) stained 
for neurons (anti-NeuN), axons (anti-SMI312), dendrites (anti-MAP2), synapses 
(anti-synaptophysin), astrocytes (anti-GFAP), oligodendrocytes (anti-olig2), myelin 
(anti-PLP) and microglia/macrophages (anti-HLA-DR). Details of the stainings can 
be found in Table 1. The staining conditions were kept constant during the study, 
by using standardized staining protocols. For Nissl staining, sections were stained 
with thionin (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc, Waltham, MA, USA) solution (1.5 gram 
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in 300 mL distilled water) for 5 seconds, rinsed in distilled water and differentiated 
in ethanol and 3 mL acetic acid for 10 seconds, dehydrated with ethanol, placed 
in xylene and coverslipped using Entellan (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) mounting 
solution.Where indicated, antigen retrieval was performed by heating the slides in 
a vegetable steamer at 95°C for 30 min (Table 1). Sections were then blocked with 
normal goat serum and incubated 1 to 2 days at 4°C with primary antibodies. For 
primary immunostaining with anti-NeuN, -SMI312, -MAP2, -GFAP, -PLP, and -HLA-
DR, the sections were incubated with biotin-labeled secondary antibodies (1:500; 
DAKO, Glostrup, Denmark) at room temperature (RT) for 1 hour. Subsequently, 
sections were rinsed and incubated with streptavidin-biotin-peroxidase complex 
(1:200; Vectastain; Vector Laboratories Inc., Burlingame, CA, USA) at RT for 1 hour. 
For anti-synaptophysin and -olig2 staining, the sections were rinsed after incubation 
with primary antibodies and incubated with Envision horseradish peroxidase (HRP) 
complex (DAKO, Glostrup, Denmark) at RT for 30 min. Finally, sections were rinsed 
and the peroxidase reaction was developed with 3,3’diaminobenzidine-tetrahydro-

Supplier Clone Dilution Antigen 
Retrieval

Marker

Nissl (Thionin) Thermo 
Fisher 
Scientific

- - - General cell 
marker

Anti-NeuN Millipore A60 1:1000 Citrate buffer 
pH 6.0

Neurons

Anti-SMI312 Covance SMI
312

1:2000 Citrate buffer 
pH 6.0

Axons

Anti-MAP2 Sigma HM-2 1:800 Citrate buffer 
pH 6.0

Dendrites

Anti-
Synaptophysin

Synaptic 
Systems

7.2 1:1000 Citrate buffer 
pH 6.0

Synapses

Anti-GFAP Sigma GA5 1:500 TBS pH 7.8 Astrocytes

Anti-PLP Serotec plpc1 1:500 - Myelin

Anti-Olig2 Millipore - 1:500 Tris-EDTA 
pH9.0

Oligo-
dendrocytes

Anti-HLA-DR Gift dr. 
Hilgers

LN3 1:500 Citrate buffer 
ph 6.0

Microglia/ 
Macrophages

Table 1 
Technical details of the (immuno)histopathological stainings performed for this study.

NeuN Neuronal Nuclei neuron-specific protein, SMI312 pan-axonal neurofilament marker, MAP2 
microtubule associated protein, GFAP glial fibrillary acidic protein, PLP proteolipid protein, EDTA 
ethylene-diamino tetra-acetic acid, olig2 oligodendrocyte transcription factor 2, HLA-DR Human 
Leukocyte Antigen locus DR, TBS Tris-Buffered Saline. 
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chloridedihydrate (DAB; DAKO, Glostrup, Denmark) as a chromogen.

Digitization and Morphometric analyses
Region of interest selection. Based on the Nissl staining, regions of interest (ROI) 
were selected based on a grid with frames of 4x4 mm, starting from a random first 
frame. The random first frame was selected by throwing a six-sided die, counting the 
top left corner frame as the first to determine the starting point. Every subsequent 
third frame was checked for the presence of GM and selected as a ROI only if it 
contained all cortical layers. Depending on the size of the tissue block, 2-16 ROIs 
were selected. For each specific tissue block, all measurements were performed 
within the same ROIs in all consecutive stained sections originating from that block.

Digitization. Images of the ROIs for all stainings were digitized using a Leica DM/
RBE photomicroscope with a XillixMicroImager digital camera (1280×1024 pixels) 
attached to a MCID (Microcomputer Imaging Device) Elite image analysis system 
(Imaging Research Inc, Ontario, Canada). During digitizing, the exposure conditions 
were kept constant. Images were taken as vertical stacks of 6 µm at 50x magnification 
(PLP), 100x (NeuN, SMI312 and synaptophysin), and 200x (MAP2, GFAP and olig2). 

Morphometric analyses. Axonal density, synaptic density and myelin density were 
measured in Relative Optical Density (ROD) units. The relative optical density is the 
optical staining density (“greyscale” of the image) corrected for the background 
intensity and is a measure of the amount of stained structures in the measured area.21

 The neurons, neuronal size (proportional surface area of neuronal cell 
bodies of the scan areas total surface area), dendrites and astrocytes were measured 
using MCID segmentation scripts, which construct measuring templates based on 
local thresholding and clustering. These templates were used to measure the object 
of interest (e.g. dendrites) in the original, non-modified, images. The quantification 
using measuring templates is illustrated in Figure 2.The number of oligodendrocytes 
were quantified using ImageJ 1.47 (freely available at http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/), and 
using segmentation scripts based on local thresholding and clustering. The sensitivity 
and specificity of the segmentation scripts were checked on a subset of slides with 
different staining intensities. ROD as a density measure is a validated technique and 
used before by other studies.21 For neuronal, astrocyte and oligodendrocyte counts 
the Abercrombie correction22 was used, using the measured section thickness of 6 
µm and the average diameter of 50 cells per staining. The Abercrombie correction 
is less accurate compared to 3D stereological cell counts,23 but it similarly affect 
all measurements in all samples. Density measures were obtained, by dividing the 
measurements by the size of region of interest. The density measurements were 
subsequently used in the statistical analysis.
 HLA-DR positive microglia/macrophages were visually quantified on a 
scale from 0 to 4 (0 - no activated microglia/macrophages, 4 - numerous activated 
microglia/macrophages)

2
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Figure 2 Dendrite and neuronal density measurements using measuring templates.
Image A shows an original image of an anti-MAP2 staining and image B shows the quantification of 
dendrites using a measuring template. The proportional surface area was 15.1%. Image C shows an 
original image of an anti-NeuN staining and image D the quantification. Neuronal density was, after 
the abercombrie correction, 114 neurons/mm2. All red objects were included in the analysis and all blue 
objects were excluded based on size and shape. 

Statistical analysis
All statistical analyses were performed in SPSS version 20. Significance was considered 
at p<0.05. The observations in the study consisted of regional MRI cortical volume 
and multiple histopathological measurements from several brain areas for each 
patient. These observations are not independent, which is an assumption often used 
statistical methods like ANOVA or t-test.24, 25 Generalized estimating equations (GEE) 
was used to analyze the relationship between histopathological measurements and 
normalized regional GM volume. GEE takes into account that the outcome variable 
was measured in different brain areas within one patient and that therefore the 
observations within one patient are dependent of each other. Separate GEE analyses 
were run with each histopathological measurement as predictor. The effect size was 
expressed as the increase of GM volume per 10% increase of the predictor’s median. 
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2

The effect size was calculated as follows: 

where β is calculated with the GEE analysis. The median value was used instead 
of the mean, because the median is less sensitive to outliers. Histopathological 
measurements between analyzed anatomical regions were compared using one-
way ANOVA.

Results
Data were collected from eleven MS autopsies between 2010 and 2012.Seven 
patients were male, and the mean age at death was 68 years with a mean post-
mortem interval of 4 hours, and an average disease duration of 35 years. Ten 
patients had suffered from secondary progressive MS and one from primary  
progressive MS, and the FSL-SIENAX derived mean normalized total brain volume 
was 1.27 L with a mean T2-lesion volume of 19 ml. The clinical and radiological data 
of the MS patients are summarized in Table 2. 

Table 2: Clinical and radiological characteristics of the patients. 

Patient Gender Age 
(y)

MS Disease 
Dura-
tion (y)

Post- 
mortem 
Delay 
(h)

Cause of 
Death

NBV 
(L)

NGMV 
(L)

T2LV 
(mL)

1 M 51 SP 20 4 Pneumonia 1.34 0.66 28.8

2 F 57 SP 25 3.5 Euthanasia 1.38 0.66 10.8

3 F 84 SP 50 3.3 Euthanasia 1.25 0.65 9.3

4 M 86 SP 61 3.5 Pneumonia 1.28 0.64 28.3

5 M 56 SP 14 5 MODS 1.32 0.65 17.4

6 M 75 SP 50 7 Pneumonia 1.26 0.63 32.3

7 M 53 SP 25 4 Euthanasia 1.27 0.61 32.1

8 F 56 SP 32 4 Pneumonia 1.26 0.65 25.5

9 F 71 SP 34 2.5 MODS 1.13 0.57 16.1

10 M 80 SP 45 4.5 Pneumonia 1.24 0.62 6

11 M 70 PP 26 4 MODS 1.29 0.64 6

MS, multiple sclerosis; NBV, normal appearing brain volume obtained with FSL-SIENAX; NGMV, normal 
appearing grey matter volume obtained with FSL-SIENAX; T2LV, T2-weighted lesion volume obtained 
with MIPAV; M, male; F, female;SP, secondary progressive multiple sclerosis; PP primary progressive 
multiple sclerosis; MODS, Multiple Organ Dysfunction Syndrome.
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Five standard anatomical regions were sampled from every patient, taking care 
to exclude macroscopically or MRI-visible lesions. Two to five tissue blocks were 
sampled per patient, with a total of 45 tissue blocks. 

Table 3 lists the average regional cortical volumes and histopathological 
measurements within the measured cortical samples. MRI-measured  
normalized regional cortical volumes (FreeSurfer) ranged between 2.09±0.51 
(mean±SD) in the anterior cingulate gyrus and 9.77±1.15 in the superior frontal 
cortex. The mean normalized regional cortical volume was 5.57±2.87. The variation in  
normalized GM between anatomical regions is higher (SD=2.79) than 
the variation within anatomical regions (averaged SD=0.75), and largely 
caused by intrinsic anatomical diversity. On the other hand, the variation in  
histopathological values between anatomical regions was lower than the 
variation within anatomical regions, which is likely due to subject differences  
and/or variation inherent to the method. Accordingly, none of the  
histopathological measurements differed significantly between the analyzed 
anatomical regions. Table 4 lists the within and between regions standard  
deviations of the MRI and histopathological measurements.
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Neuronal density, neuronal size and axonal density predict GM volume as measured 
by MRI.
The immunohistopathological values described above were used to predict 
normalized GM volume. A GEE analysis was performed to determine the best 
histopathological predictors of the GM volume. Neuronal density (β=0.010, 
p=0.047), neuronal size (β=0.218, p=0.019) and axonal density (β=4.655, p=0.010) 
were separately significant predictors of the GM volume. Within our sample, an 
increase of ~10 neurons predicts a 2.1% increase in GM volume.  An ~1% increase 
in neuronal size predicts a 4.7% increase in GM volume. While an increase of axonal 
density by factor 0.1 predicts a GM volume increase by 1.8%. Figure 3 illustrates the 
relation between GM volume and axonal density.

Interestingly, myelin density was not a significant predictor (β=0.093, p=0.971). When 
added to the models, age, post-mortem delay, disease duration, gender, and T2 
lesion volume (T2LV) did not significantly predict GM volumes. 

Table 4: The within and between region standard deviations of the MRI and histopathological 
measurements.mean and standard deviations (SD) across all patients.

SD within region SD between regions

Normalized GM volume 0.75 2.79

Neuronal density* (#/mm2) 18.76 8.49

Neuronal surface area (%) 1.05 0.30

Axonal density (ROD) 0.04 0.01

Dendrite surface area (%) 2.82 0.99

Synapse density (ROD) 0.06 0.01

Astrocyte density (#/mm2)* 6.64 3.12

Myelin density (ROD) 0.05 0.02

Oligodendrocyte density* (#/mm2) 10.38 5.54

Microglia (0=none, 4=numerous) 0.67 0.11

SD, standard deviation; ROD, relative optical density.
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Discussion
This translational study is the first to systematically investigate the possible 
pathological substrates of MRI-measured cortical volume in MS. We show that 
cortical volume is predominantly explained by neuronal density, neuronal size and 
axonal density, which suggests that in MS patients with relatively long disease 
duration, GM atrophy is related to neurodegeneration. 
 Axonal and neuronal loss are prominent features of MS histopathology and 
have long been suggested to be a plausible substrates for GM atrophy.6 Autopsy 
studies have found substantial axonal and neuronal loss in GM lesions, but also 
in normal-appearing GM, when compared to healthy controls.8-12, 26In addition, 
MR spectroscopy studies have repeatedly reported significant reductions of 
N-acetylaspartate (NAA) levels in GM of MS patients, suggesting substantial neuro-
axonal dysfunction or loss.27, 28 The current study now more definitively demarcates 
neurodegeneration as the major determinant of cortical atrophy, as measured with 
MRI, in MS.
 Interestingly, cortical volume was not related to myelin density or the 
oligodendrocyte density, which suggests a less important role for myelin density 
in explaining cortical volume. Previous studies also reported cortical thinning to be 
largely independent of the presence of GM lesions;12 while GM lesions were excluded 
from our current analyses, the absence of a relation between cortical volume and 
myelin density is in line with those observations for GM lesions. The same might be 
true for synaptic and dendrite densities. Several studies found significant synaptic 
loss in cortical lesions12 and in demyelinated hippocampi7 or in hippocampal regions 
that receive input from demyelinated areas.9 Others found a remarkable number of 
transected dendrites in cortical lesions.10 In our study, synaptic and dendrite density 
were not a significant predictor of grey matter volume, possibly due to our samples 
with only normal-appearing GM. Future studies with larger sample sizes may be able 
to clarify also the role of these components. 
 Total WM lesion load was not related to cortical volume in our patients. In 
the earlier phases of MS, it might be hypothesized that the process of GM atrophy 
is triggered mostly by axonal transection in WM lesions,29 promoting Wallerian or 
“dying back” degeneration of axons, and subtle neuronal damage in the connected 
GM areas as a result. In progressive MS, however, GM atrophy may proceed largely 
independently from WM damage, as 
suggested before by MRI studies and by our current data in chronic MS cases.4, 30

The present study has some limitations. The sample used in the current study consists 
of patients with long-standing disease. This limits generalization of our conclusions 
to the whole MS population. 
 We performed a substantial number of histopathological measurements, 
which required a relatively complex statistical model, with a nested design.24, 25 Future 
studies using a larger number of post-mortem cases will have to investigate the 
relation between these variables in predicting GM volume, as well as other factors 
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such as synapse, dendrite and oligodendrocyte number density, which now appear 
to be less significant, but may still be relevant. In addition, density measures may 
not be ideal, as general tissue loss with relative sparing of for example neurons may 
artificially reduce correlations between atrophy and neuronal pathology.
 We were interested in the underlying histopathological substrate of 
GM volume changes in MS. As focal GM lesions might disproportionately 
influence local GM volume, GM lesions were avoided where possible, and only  
MRI-defined NAGM was included in the study. The tissue selection was  
performed based on DIR MR imaging. DIR is superior to other, more standard 
sequences, in detecting GM lesions.31 However, prospective sensitivity of the 
technique is still low.32 As such, GM lesions that were not visible on DIR form  
part of the analyzed tissue blocks. However, taking into account that myelin  
density was not a significant predictor of GM volume, the effect of these included 
lesions on cortical volume changes is likely limited.
 Also, the rapid autopsy protocol used for this study yields very high 
quality MS tissue, but unfortunately does not include controls. The NBV and 
NGMV in our sample (NBV=1.27±0.06L, NGMV=0.6±0.02L) are lower than those  
measured in-vivo in long-standing disease in patients 
(NBV=1.39±0.08L,NGMV=0.73±0.05L) and age-matched controls (NBV=1.49±0.07L, 
NGMV=0.8±0.05L), scanned on a 3T GE scanner.33 Comparison to living 
controls or with post-mortem controls with different post-mortem delays and  
different MRI acquisition protocols and tissue preparation (including non-
standardized cutting directions) would yield poor a priori conditions for comparability.  
We therefore exclusively focused on the predictive power of the investigated 
histopathological parameters on GM atrophy within MS cases. This 
approach provided us the unique opportunity to identify precisely those 
histopathological factors that explain cortical volume changes best. Admittedly, it  
also prevented us from making any inferences about the effect size or 
percentual deviation of identified histopathology predictors. This too shall  
have to be addressed in future studies, if possible. 
 In conclusion, we showed that in patients with long-standing  
disease, neuronal and axonal pathology are the predominant pathological  
substrates of MRI-measured cortical volume in chronic MS.
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Figure 3 Axonal loss is related to grey matter atrophy in the inferior frontal gyrus.
Coronal structural magnetic resonance images of a male subject (A), with a relatively low volume of the 
inferior frontal gyrus (7,510 mm3) and a male subject (B) with a relatively high volume of the inferior frontal 
gyrus (8,131 mm3). Image C and D show the matching SMI312 staining (pan-axonal marker) in the upper 
layers of the cortex, where SMI312 differences were found to be most pronounced. Relative optical 
densities for axons of subject A and B were, respectively, 0.16 and 0.18 in the inferior frontal cortex. The 
subjects had a normalized brain volume of 1.28L (A) and 1.32L (B) and a T2 lesion volume of 28 mL (A) 
and 17 mL (B).
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Grey matter (GM) atrophy is a prominent aspect of multiple sclerosis 
pathology and an important outcome in studies. GM atrophy 
measurement requires accurate GM segmentation. Several methods 
are used in-vivo for measuring GM volumes in MS, but assessing their 
validity in vivo remains challenging. In this post-mortem study, we 
evaluated the correlation between post-mortem MRI cortical volume or 
thickness and the cortical thickness measured on histological sections. 
Sixteen MS brains were scanned in-situ using 3DT1-weighted MRI and 
these images were used to measure regional cortical volume using 
FSL-SIENAX, FreeSurfer and SPM, and regional cortical thickness using 
FreeSurfer. Subsequently, cortical thickness was measured histologically 
in 5 systematically sampled cortical areas. Linear regression analyses 
were used to evaluate the relation between MRI regional cortical volume 
or thickness and histological cortical thickness to determine which 
post-processing technique was most valid. After correction for multiple 
comparisons we observed a significant correlation with the histological 
cortical thickness for FSL-SIENAX cortical volume with manual editing 
(std. β =0.345, adjusted R2=0.105, P=0.005), and FreeSurfer cortical 
volume with manual editing (std. β =0.379, adjusted R2=0.129, P=0.003). 
In addition, there was a significant correlation between FreeSurfer 
cortical thickness with manual editing and histological cortical thickness  
(std. β =0.381, adjusted R2=0.130, P=0.003). The results support the 
use of FSL-SIENAX and FreeSurfer in cases of severe MS pathology. 
Interestingly none of the methods were significant in automated mode, 
which supports the use of manual editing to improve the automated 
segmentation.

Keywords: brain atrophy, FSL-SIENAX, SIENAX, FreeSurfer, SPM, multiple 
sclerosis, grey matter

ABSTRACT 
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Introduction 
Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a demyelinating disease of the central nervous system, 
characterized by inflammation and neurodegeneration. Magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI) reveals lesions both in the white (WM) and grey matter (GM). WM 
lesions are insufficient to explain clinical disability.1 Possibly, brain atrophy is a better 
correlate of clinical disability. Both WM and GM atrophy play a role from the earliest 
phases of the disease.2 GM atrophy seems to accelerate especially with disease 
progression3 and is directly related to cognitive impairment.4 In contrast to WM and 
GM lesions, GM atrophy seems to represent the neurodegenerative component of 
MS pathology.5

 Several methods have been used in the literature for measuring GM volumes 
in-vivo in MS, with the most popular being FreeSurfer, FSL-SIENAX and SPM. While 
some validation of these methods in the in-vivo setting in MS is available,6, 7 this does 
not include direct histological measurement of the tissue. In general, outside the 
MS field, only a few studies did a comparison between MRI based cortical thickness 
and cortical thickness measured directly in tissue.9, 10 These studies report a relatively 
good estimation of cortical thickness in Huntington’s disease10 and epilepsy.9 
However these results are lacking in MS.
 In this post-mortem study, we aimed to assess the relation of FreeSurfer, 
FSL-SIENAX and SPM regional cortical GM volume measurements in five 
systematically sampled cortical areas, with a histological reference: cortical thickness  
measured on Nissl stained sections. In addition, we also assessed  
cortical thickness measured by FreeSurfer. 

Materials and methods
Tissue was collected through our collaboration with the Netherlands Brain Bank 
(http://www.brainbank.nl/), using rapid autopsies with post-mortem MRI scanning. 
The MRI protocol included both whole-brain in-situ MRI on a 1.5T Siemens MRI 
scanner, and MRI of 10-mm thick coronal brain slices, cut at autopsy, as described 
in more detail before. 5, 11 In short, after arrival in the hospital, the patient  
undergoes an MRI scan with the brain in-situ, similar to in-vivo MRI scanning. 
Subsequently, the craniotomy takes place and the brain is cut in 10mm thick 
coronal slices. From these slices, tissue is sampled from 5 standardized anatomical 
regions: the superior and inferior frontal gyrus, the anterior cingulate gyrus,  
the inferior parietal lobule, and the superior temporal gyrus. Specifically these 
regions were selected, because they are. spread throughout the cerebral cortex. 
Figure 1 contains a schematic representation of our workflow.

Standard protocol approvals, registrations, and patient consents
The study was approved by the local institutional ethics review board. Before death, 
the donors or their next of kin provided written informed consent for the use of their 
tissue and clinical information for research purposes to the Netherlands Brain Bank.

2
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MR imaging
The in situ imaging protocol included a sagittal 3D T1-weighted 
imaging sequence (TR=2700ms, TE=5.1ms, TI=950ms, FA=8,  
voxel size=1.2x1.2x1.3 mm), which was used to measure cortical volume globally, 
and in specific cortical regions corresponding with the tissue samples extracted. 
3D-FLAIR images were acquired ((TR=6500ms, TE=355ms, TI=2200ms, voxel 
size=1.2x1.2x1.3 mm) and used for pial surface refinement in FreeSurfer. A dual-
echo T2-weighted sequence (TR=5640ms, TE=22/98ms, FA=150, 3 mm axial slices, 
in plane resolution=1x1mm) was acquired for WM lesion assessment.

MR image processing
The analyses were performed on the “NCA” computer cluster of the Neuroscience 
Campus Amsterdam running under Linux CentOS (http://www.neurosciencecampus-
amsterdam.nl/en/news-agenda/news-archive/2013/NCAGRID-cluster-computer.
asp). All volume measures described below are normalized for head size using the 
volumetric scaling factor obtained from the FSL-SIENAX software described below.
 WM lesion volumes: WM lesions were manually outlined on the short echo 
of the T2-weighted sequence using MIPAV software and WM lesion volumes were 

Figure 1 
A schematic representation of our workflow from autopsy to statistical analyses
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quantified.
 Lesion-filling: MS lesions may appear hypointense on 3DT1 images and 
may hamper the automated GM segmentation.12 This was avoided by lesion-filling13 
using LEAP.14 The lesion masks used in the lesion-filling were manually outlined 
on the 3DT1 images by a single rater (VP) using MIPAV (http://mipav.cit.nih.gov/). 
All subsequent analyses described in this paper were performed using the lesion-
filled images. Images were corrected for geometrical distortion due to non-linear 
gradients using vendor standard software. Apart from this, no preprocessing or 
correction were applied besides the correction standardly done by FSL-SIENAX, 
FreeSurfer or SPM.
FSL-SIENAX: Normalized brain volume was estimated with SIENAX15 part of 
FSL16 (http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/). SIENAX starts by extracting brain and 
skull images from the single whole-head input data. The brain image was affine-
registered to MNI152 space (using the skull image to determine the registration 
scaling), in order to obtain the volumetric scaling factor used to normalize for head 
size. The total brain volume (including separate estimates of GM and WM volumes) 
was calculated using tissue-type segmentation with partial volume estimation. The 
Harvard-Oxford atlas, delivered with FSL, was non-linearly registered (using FNIRT) 
to the GM partial volume estimates and regional cortical volumes were calculated. 
The brain extraction step in SIENAX was applied in two different ways: 1) using 
automated BET with optimized settings,17 and 2) using manually edited brain masks 
created using the protocol described in a previous study.Results for each method 
are reported. 
 FreeSurfer: Cortical reconstruction was performed with the Freesurfer image 
analysis suite version 5.3, which is documented and freely available for download 
online (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/). Briefly, this processing includes removal 
of non-brain tissue, automated Talairach transformation, segmentation of the 
subcortical structures, intensity normalization, tessellation of the GM/WM boundary, 
automated topology correction, and surface deformation following intensity 
gradients to optimally place the GM/WM and GM/CSF borders at the location 
where the greatest shift in intensity defines the transition to the other tissue class. 
Once the cortical models are complete, the surface is inflated and registered to a 
spherical atlas and the cerebral cortex was parcellated into units based on gyral 
and sulcal structure.18, 19 The FreeSurfer GM volume estimations were also done in 
two different ways; 1) using FreeSurfers default automated settings, and 2) using 
manually edited brain and WM masks. The accuracy of these brain and WM masks 
was improved by refining the pial surface using 3D-FLAIR images (TR=6500ms, 
TE=355ms, TI=2200ms, voxel size=1.2x1.2x1.3mm). The final GM segmentation was 
visually checked for correctness. Results for each method are reported.
 SPM: SPM8 (Statistical Parametric Mapping Functional Imaging Laboratory, 
University College London, London, UK) accessed through the VBM8 toolbox, 
automatically identifies and quantifies per voxel GM, WM, and CSF in all scans. 
The AAL atlas delivered as part of SPM toolboxes was registered with FSL-FLIRT 
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and FSL-FNIRT to the native scans and then used for calculating the regional GM 
volumes from the GM segmentation.

MRI Whole brain cortical volume: For FSL-SIENAX, FreeSurfer and SPM, whole brain 
cortical volume was calculated by taking the volume of all cortical areas minus the 
hippocampus and cerebellar cortex (both hemispheres). 

Histopathology
Tissue blocks were formalin fixed, paraffin embedded, cut and mounted on Superfrost 
Plus glass slides (VWR international; Leuven, Belgium). Sections were deparaffinized 
and rehydrated in graded series of xylene and ethanol. The sections were stained for 
cell bodies using a Nissl staining, which mainly stains nucleotides and therefore cell 
nucleus and cytoplasm. The staining was done as follows: the sections were dipped 
in thionin solution (5 mg/ml; Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc, Waltham, MA, USA) for 5 
seconds, rinsed in distilled water and differentiated in ethanol with 3 ml acetic acid 
for 10 seconds, dehydrated with ethanol, placed in xylene and coverslipped using 
Entellan (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) mounting solution.

Digitization and morphometric analysis
On the Nissl staining, regions of interest (ROI) were systematic random selected 
based on a grid with frames of 4x4 mm, starting from a random first frame. Every 
subsequent third frame was checked for the presence of GM and selected as a ROI 
only if it contained all cortical layers. Due to the random sampling, the ROIs included 
regions of the top of gyri, the bottom of sulci and middle of sulcal banks. 
 Depending on the size of the tissue block, 2-16 ROIs were selected. Images 
of the ROIs were digitized using a Leica DM/RBE photomicroscope with a Xillix 
MicroImager digital camera (1280×1024 pixels) attached to a MCID Elite image 
analysis system (Imaging Research Inc, Ontario, Canada). During digitization, the 
exposure conditions were kept constant. Images were taken as vertical stacks of 6 
µm at 50x magnification. The thickness was measured using the MCID Elite image 
analysis system, by drawing a line perpendicular to the WM/GM border from the pia 
to the WM/GM border. The average of five thickness measurements equally spread 
in the ROI was used as value of cortical thickness in the respective ROI. (Figure 2)

Histological whole brain cortical thickness: The histological whole brain cortical 
thickness was calculated by taking the average cortical thickness of the analyzed 
cortical areas per brain.
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Figure 2 Histological cortical thickness measurements
The histological cortical thickness was measured using a Nissl staining. The average of five thickness 

measurements (red) equally spread in the ROI was used as the final value of cortical thickness for that ROI.

Statistical analysis 
All analyses were performed using SPSS 20.0. Intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) for 
absolute agreement was used for the intra-rater reliability for the histological cortical 
thickness measurements, which was measured twice in 56 ROIs from 11 subjects. 
Differences in mean regional cortical volume between FSL-SIENAX, FreeSurfer and 
SPM were assessed using paired Student’s t-tests. Lastly, we analyzed the relation 
between MRI measures and the histological cortical thickness. To rule out the effect 
of the size of different anatomical regions on this analysis, the different variables 
were first homogenized. Specifically, MRI cortical volume (ml), MRI thickness (mm) 
and histological cortical thickness (mm) were converted to Z scores based on the 
full set of measurements for each region separately. Linear regression analyses were 
used to investigate the relation between MRI regional cortical volume or thickness 
and histological cortical thickness. Of the MRI volume and thickness measurements, 
we only used those obtained from the same hemisphere as the tissue blocks for 
histological analysis. 
 In addition, we also evaluated the relation between MRI whole brain cortical 
volume and the histological whole brain thickness using a linear regression analysis. 
All analyses were controlled for type 1 error across test by applying a false discovery 
rate (FDR) correction.20 In addition residual plots were used to check for biases in the 
linear regression analyses. 
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Results
Between 2010 and 2013, brain tissue was collected from 50 MS cases (mean post-
mortem delay between death and craniotomy: 6.5±2.7 hours, MS type: 38 SPMS, 10 
PPMS, 1 RRMS, male/female ratio: 24/26). Sixteen of these cases met our inclusion 
criteria and underwent post-mortem in-situ MRI scanning. The inclusion criteria 
were: clinical diagnosis MS and a post-mortem delay of less than 12 hours. Exclusion 
criteria were clinical indications of comorbidities such as Alzheimer’s disease. Most 
patients were excluded due to MRI unavailability.
 From these 16 MS patients we collected 83 tissue blocks. Fourteen of the 
patients had secondary progressive (SPMS), one had primary progressive (PPMS) 
and one relapsing-remitting MS (RRMS). Eleven patients were male. Mean age ± SD 
of patients with MS was (66±11.6 years) and mean disease duration was 31.6±13.8 
years. The mean post-mortem delay between death and MRI was 3.9±1.1 hours, 
while the mean post-mortem delay between death and craniotomy was 9.3±0.7 
hours. Radiological and clinical characteristics are described in Table 1. 
Within the 83 tissue blocks, 139 ROIs were investigated. The mean histological 
cortical thickness measured in the 139 ROIs was 2.76±0.84 mm. The intra-rater 
reliability for the histological thickness was 0.855 (ICC for absolute agreement). 

FSL-SIENAX, FreeSurfer, and SPM cortical volumes and FreeSurfer cortical thickness
The mean cortical volume and thickness per method are described in  
Table 2. FSL-SIENAX with automated BET extraction had an averaged regional 
normalized cortical volume of  5.11±3.01 ml ranging from 9.80±0.95 in the superior 
frontal gyrus to 1.93±0.25 ml in the superior temporal gyrus. Manual editing of FSL-
SIENAX BET extraction changed the cortical volume significantly in the superior 
frontal gyrus, from 2.58±0.56 ml to 2.63±0.60 ml (p<0.001, FDR corrected). There was 
no significant difference found in normalized regional cortical volume between FSL-
SIENAX with and without manual editing in other cortical areas than the superior 
frontal gyrus. For FreeSurfer without manual editing of GM segmentation the 
averaged regional cortical volume was 10.67±5.34 ml and ranged from 18.38±2.99 
ml in the superior frontal gyrus to 4.10±0.86 ml in the inferior cingulate gyrus. For 
FreeSurfer, cortical volume significantly changed (p=0.008, FDR corrected) only in 
the superior frontal gyrus after manual editing.
 SPM was run with default parameters and resulted in an average regional 
normalized cortical volume of 7.53±2.01 ml, ranging from 9.05±1.28 ml in the 
superior frontal gyrus to 4.99±1.07 ml in the inferior frontal gyrus. Finally, irrespective 
of manual editing, regional normalized cortical volume differed significantly between 
FreeSurfer, FSL-SIENAX and SPM (p<0.05, FDR corrected) in all anatomical regions. 
 FreeSurfer was the only method with the possibility to measure cortical 
thickness, which did not significantly change when manual editing was applied. 
The average regional cortical thickness was 1.95±0.30 mm, and ranged from 
1.78±0.22 mm in the inferior frontal gyrus to 2.25±0.37 mm in the inferior cingulate 
gyrus without manual editing. With manual editing, the averaged regional cortical 
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thickness was 2.00±0.28 mm, and ranged from 1.85±0.10 mm in the inferior frontal 
gyrus to 2.30±0.32 mm in the inferior cingulate gyrus. 

Post-mortem validation of FSL-SIENAX, FreeSurfer and SPM
The histological cortical thickness was used to validate cortical volume, measured 
using FSL-SIENAX, FreeSurfer or SPM. Table 3 summarizes the results. After 
correction for multiple comparisons, only FSL-SIENAX with manual editing of the BET 
extraction (std. β =0.345, adjusted R2=0.105, P=0.005), and FreeSurfer, with manual 
editing of WM/GM segmentation (std. β =0.379, adjusted R2=0.129, P=0.003) had a 
significant correlation with the histological cortical thickness. SPM was only run using 
default parameters and did not correlate with the histological cortical thickness  
(std. β =0.151, adjusted R2=0.008, P=0.226). The results are illustrated in 
Figure 3. Comparable to the results observed for volumes, the cortical 
thickness measured using FreeSurfer only exhibited a significant association 
with the histological cortical thickness when manual editing was applied  
(std. β =0.381, adjusted R2=0.130, P=0.003, FDR corrected). (Figure 4)
 Finally, we repeated the analyses to evaluate the possible correlations 
between MRI cortical volumes not normalized for head size, and histological cortical 
thickness. Regardless of manual editing, after correction for multiple comparisons 
none of the methods correlated with the histological cortical thickness.

In general SPM and FSL-SIENAX are used to measure whole brain cortical volume 
and not regional cortical volumes . Therefore we evaluated the relation between 
total cortical volume, measured using SPM, FSL-SIENAX and FreeSurfer, and the 
averaged histological cortical thickness. No significant correlations between MRI 
whole brain cortical volume and histological whole brain cortical thickness were 
found.  

2
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Outcome measure Std. β adjusted R2 p-value

FSL-SIENAX normalized cortical 
volume with automated BET 
extraction

0.318 0.087 0.009

FSL-SIENAX normalized cortical 
volume with manual BET 
extraction

0.345 0.105 0.005*

FreeSurfer normalized cortical 
volume without manual editing

0.173 0.015 0.164

FreeSurfer normalized cortical 
volume with manual editing

0.379 0.129 0.003*

SPM normalized cortical volume 
with automated settings

0.151 0.008 0.226

Cortical thickness FreeSurfer 
with automated settings

0.161 0.011 0.197

Cortical thickness FreeSurfer 
with manual editing

0.381 0.130 0.003*

Table 3: The relation between MRI cortical volume or thickness and histological cortical thickness

Std. β, Standardized β for histological cortical thickness. In each case, the regression model included 
MRI GM volume or MRI GM thickness (FreeSurfer cortical thickness) as dependent variable and the 
histological thickness as independent variable. 
* Remained significant after correction for multiple comparisons. 
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Discussion
This study demonstrated that regional cortical volume measured using FSL-SIENAX 
with manual BET extraction, and FreeSurfer with manual WM/GM segmentation, 
correlated significantly with histological cortical thickness in post mortem MRI 
of patients with multiple sclerosis. Interestingly none of the evaluated methods 
significantly correlated with histological thickness in automated mode, stressing 
the use of manual editing to improve the automated segmentation, especially in a 
disease like MS in which the average GM atrophy rate is only 0.2-0.6% per year.3 This 
is quite slow, because the GM atrophy rate is already up to 0.1% in healthy controls.3 
In addition, it calls for caution when interpreting in vivo results from fully automated 
FreeSurfer and FSL-SIENAX analyses.
 A epilepsy study by Cardinale and colleagues9 also investigated the relation 
between histological cortical thickness and FreeSurfer cortical thickness. Both the 
results from Cardinale et al. and our results show a significant correlation between 
FreeSurfer cortical thickness and the histological cortical thickness, suggesting 
FreeSurfer is a suitable method to estimated cortical thickness.9 The mean cortical 
thickness found by  Cardinale and colleagues in 27 epileptic patients with FreeSurfer 
and with histological measurements were respectively, 3.65 mm±0.44 and 3.72 
mm±0.36 and were not significantly different (P=0.32). However, Cardinale and 
colleagues used FreeSurfer in an automated mode and report significant results, 
while only FreeSurfer with manual editing produced significant result in our study. 
This difference in results could be due to the fact that Cardinale and colleagues 
sampled a mixture of brain areas (dependent on the location of the epileptic seizure 
focus), while we systematically sample five standard brain areas. In addition, they 
were using material from epileptic patients and we were studying material from 
chronic MS patients. WM of MS patients is characterized by WM lesions and diffuse 
WM pathology. Although we corrected for the effect of WM lesions by applying 
lesion filling, still diffuse WM pathology can have a pronounced effect on automated 
GM segmentation.21 In addition, MS pathology is characterized by cortical thinning 
and ventricle widening, which can influence automated GM segmentation as well.22 

These differences therefore may be additionally responsible for the discrepancies 
between our findings and those of Cardinale and colleagues.
 Rosas and colleagues10 also investigated the relation between cortical 
atrophy determined on MRI and in tissue blocks, and found a good agreement within 
0.20 mm. They did not use histology to measure the cortical thickness, and only used 
cortical area with low curvature. In addition, they used an in-house software tool to 
estimate the cortical thickness in their MRI data.  As they used different methods and  
investigated a population with Huntington’s disease, it is difficult to compare their 
results to those of our present study. However these two studies and ours illustrate 
that the correlation between volume and cortical thickness estimation methods and 
the cortical thickness measured in tissue blocks vary and the agreement is likely 
influenced by multiple factors such pathology and sampling techniques.

2
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Our results are in apparent contradiction to the results of an earlier in vivo study, 
from Derakshan et al,6 which investigated the accuracy of five volume measurement 
methods, including FSL-SIENAX, FreeSurfer and SPM. As a reference, a manually 
outlined GM mask of three brain slices of three MS patients were used in that in 
vivo study. Interestingly, SPM cortical masks corresponded better with the manually 
outlined masks than FSL-SIENAX and FreeSurfer, indicating a more accurate GM 
segmentation. The discrepancy in results might be due to the difference in sample 
size and due to the fact that we measured GM volume in brain regions more spread 
throughout the brain, compared with the regions included in the three brain slices 
as used by Derakhshan et al. Visual examination of our segmentation results showed 
for SPM a combination of local underestimation and overestimation of cortical 
volume in different regions. For example, often substantial parts of the parietal and 
frontal cortex were not segmented. (Figure 5) Another reason for the discrepancy 
with the work by Derakhshan and colleagues is likely the fact that we used post-
mortem histologically measured cortical thickness as a standard reference instead of 
manually edited GM volume masks. 

Taking into account post-mortem effects, such as an absence of blood pressure, as 
well as differences in age, the global grey matter volume of 0.65L is within the range 
of previous work (0.52-0.83), indicating the validity of post-mortem MRI volume 
measurements.23-26 

 Although the histologically measured cortical thickness is likely close 
to the true cortical thickness, it is still influenced by factors such as dehydration, 
rehydration, and the cutting directions both at autopsy and during sectioning. We 
tried to minimize this error by taking the average of multiple measurements per ROI 
and per tissue block, including a range of topologically different tissue, like the tops 
of gyri but also the bottoms of sulci. In addition, this systematic error applies to every 
comparison made between MRI measurement methods and the histological cortical 
thickness and does not change whether FSL-SIENAX, FreeSurfer or SPM is used as 
dependent variable in the linear regression.
Both the MRI data and the histological data had a relatively high variation, which 
could in part explain the relatively low explained variance in the regression 
models. Although we tried to keep the variation to a minimum, still multiple factors 
contribute to this high variation, like biological variability and cause of death, but 
also tissue processing like fixation, non-orthogonal cutting direction, dehydration 
and rehydration. Nevertheless, there was still a significant association of FSL-SIENAX 
and FreeSurfer measures with histological cortical thickness. 
 Because gyri were not removed as intact anatomical structures but instead 
parts of larger gyri were often selected, we could not measure the histological cortical 
volume (dependent on the presence of the total anatomical volume) and instead 
used histological cortical thickness as the primary outcome measure. By contrast the 
MRI methods generated GM volumes and for FreeSurfer also cortical thickness, and 
to quantify these in specific anatomical regions an atlas had to be applied. As a result 
of differences in the size of these atlas regions, the MRI GM volume measured by a 
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given method varies first and foremost by anatomical region. Therefore, in order to 
be able to compare histological cortical thickness and MRI cortical volume, all values 
were converted to Z-scores based on the data for the corresponding anatomical 
region. By converting the values to Z-scores all variables (both MRI and histology 
variables) were represented on the same standardized scale, enabling us to analyze 
the relation of MRI cortical volume with histological cortical thickness. 
 The statistical analysis method was chosen to accommodate the small 
number of cases available in this study (even after the long inclusion period, described 
in the results). Due to the low number of patients with post-mortem in-situ MRI data, 
statistical power to take dependency of the samples adequately into account was 
lacking, and we have treated the multiple Z score converted measures from a single 
patient as if they were independent in the linear regression analyses. Future, larger 
studies will probably have to consider these measures as independent.

Conclusion
In post mortem MS brain imaged in-situ, FSL-SIENAX cortical volumes with manual 
editing, and manually edited FreeSurfer cortical thicknesses and volumes correlated 
with the histological cortical thickness. There were no significant correlations with 
histological cortical thickness for FSL-SIENAX, and FreeSurfer without manual 
editing, nor for SPM. In addition, although it is a time consuming procedure, manual 
editing of the BET non-brain tissue removal incorporated in FSL-SIENAX and manual 
editing of FreeSurfer’s GM segmentation improves MRI cortical GM volume and MRI 
cortical thickness measurements considerably. 
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Figure 5
Three examples of regional cortical segmentation using FSL-SIENAX, FreeSurfer and SPM. For 
illustrative purposes different patients were used for FSL-SIENAX, SPM and for FreeSurfer, because the 
performance per method varied considerably per patient. Image A and D, respectively FSL-SIENAX 
without and with manual BET. When using FSL-SIENAX with automated BET extraction significant 
parts of the skull are segmented as cortex, particularly in the posterior brain regions such as the 
parietal and occipital cortex. Image B and E, illustrate FreeSurfer without and with manual editing of 
GM segmentation. FreeSurfer used with automated settings, often underestimates parts of the frontal 
cortex. Finally image C, illustrates cortical segmentation using SPM. SPM often underestimates cortical 
volume in the frontal and parietal cortex in our sample.
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Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a demyelinating and neurodegenerative disease 
of the central nervous system. MS causes significant demyelination of the 
gray matter (GM), which is thought to importantly contribute to both 
physical and cognitive impairment. Of all demyelinated cortical lesions, 
subpial lesions are most common. The present study investigated 
neurodegenerative aspects of subpial lesion-containing cortex of 11 
MS and 6 non-demented non-MS controls. There were no significant 
differences in neuronal and axonal density between NAGM and type 
III lesions. Only in the cingulate cortex, neuronal size was 11.2% smaller 
in type III lesions than in NAGM. However, compared to control cortex, 
type III lesions contained 25.4% fewer NeuN positive neurons. In 
addition, compared to control cortex, neuronal size was 13.6% smaller 
in normally myelinated cortex (normal-appearing GM; NAGM). Finally, 
the same regions, stained with anti-SMI312 antibodies, showed a 
reduced axonal density in type III lesions (-31.4%) and in NAGM (-33.0%). 
In conclusion, compared to control cortex, NAGM and type III lesions 
showed significant neurodegenerative changes. However, there was no 
significant difference between NAGM and type III lesions in terms of 
neurodegenerative changes. This may suggest that neurodegeneration 
in MS cortex proceeds independently from cortical demyelination.

Keywords: multiple sclerosis, neurodegeneration, gray matter pathology, 
subpial lesions, neuronal loss, axonal loss

ABSTRACT 
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Introduction
MS is a chronic inflammatory demyelinating disease of the central nervous system, 
predominantly affecting young adults, often causing substantial disability over time.1 
MS has long been regarded as a typical white matter (WM) disease. However, it has 
been increasingly recognized that the gray matter (GM) is heavily involved as well.1 
Cortical pathology, identified using MRI, correlates with specific cognitive deficits, 
such as memory impairment and attention deficits2, 3 and is a better predictor of 
cognitive decline than WM pathology,4 emphasizing the clinical relevance of GM 
pathology in MS.  
 Based on their location within the cortex, demyelinated GM lesions are 
standardly classified into three different types.5 Type I lesions are mixed GM/WM 
lesions that can show inflammation to some degree. Type II lesions are small, purely 
intracortical lesions, mostly located around blood vessels. Type III cortical lesions 
reach from the pial surface downwards into the cortex and may cover multiple gyri. A 
fourth cortical lesion type, spanning the cortex but not entering the subcortical WM, 
is sometimes defined,6 but will be disregarded here.
 There is virtually no GM area within the central nervous system that is not 
affected by some degree of demyelination in MS,7-9 and GM lesions may be quite 
extensive. Approximately 13% of the forebrain GM was found to be demyelinated 
in secondary progressive MS (SPMS) patients,10 and ~40% of the cerebellar cortex.11 
Of all GM lesions, subpial type III lesions are the most common in (chronic) MS,5 and 
these lesions may or may not be spatially associated with meningeal inflammation.12, 

13 Unfortunately, type III lesions also constitute the most difficult lesion type to 
visualize with (standard) MRI techniques.14

 Although type III lesions are the most common lesions in MS, it is unclear 
if these lesions, with relatively minor inflammatory pathology,15 also contribute  
significantly to neurodegeneration in MS. So far, neurodegeneration in the MS 
neocortex has been investigated by a small number of groups. Some studies report 
significant neurodegeneration in neocortical lesions, but no detectable differences 
in neurodegeneration between NAGM and control cortex.16, 17  Type I lesions, for 
instance, had substantial glial (-36%) and neuronal (-10%) loss and a 47% loss of 
synapses.  In the NAGM, the only sign of neurodegeneration were rounded neurons, 
which is assumed to be a sign of axonal and/or dendrite loss.17 However, another 
study reports both significant neuronal loss in NAGM and in neocortical GM 
lesions compared to controls.18 Altogether, the effect of local GM demyelination on 
neurodegeneration remains fairly unclear.
 We here investigated type III lesions to understand the contribution of 
demyelination on neurodegeneration, using pan-neuronal, axonal and myelin 
protein markers (NeuN, SMI312 and PLP, respectively). Neurons and axons were 
immunohistochemically characterized and quantified. We observed significant 
neuronal loss, neuronal atrophy and axonal loss in type III lesions and NAGM 
compared to control cortex. Interestingly, we found no significant difference in 
neuronal loss, neuronal atrophy or axonal loss between type III lesions and NAGM in 
MS. 

3
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Materials and Methods:
Twenty-five tissue blocks from 11 clinically and neuropathologically confirmed MS 
patients and 6 tissue blocks from 6 non-demented controls were obtained from the 
Netherlands Brain Bank, Amsterdam, the Netherlands (http://www.brainbank.nl/). 
All subjects had given written informed consent for autopsy and for the use of their 
brain and spinal cord tissue for scientific research. The post-mortem protocol was 
described in detail elsewhere.19 Cortical lesions were identified and characterized 
using anti-proteolipid protein (PLP) immunohistochemical stainings as described 
previously.14

 The following tissue blocks were used to investigate  
neurodegenerative changes in type III lesions compared to NAGM, per anatomical 
region: Tissue blocks from the cingulate cortex were removed from 10 out of 11 
patients. Four blocks contained GM lesions; six contained NAGM and one tissue 
block contained both GM lesions as well as NAGM. Tissue blocks from the frontal 
cortex were obtained from 11 patients. Five blocks contained GM lesions; five NAGM 
and one both. Finally, tissue blocks from the temporal cortex were investigated in 8 
patients. Two tissue blocks contained GM lesions; four NAGM and two both NAGM 
and lesions. Subsequently, the MS frontal cortex tissue blocks and 6 anatomically 
matching tissue blocks from 6 control subjects were used to compare neuronal 
densities, neuronal size and axonal densities in MS with controls. The control tissue 
did not contain type III lesions. This analysis was limited to the frontal cortex because 
of limited availability of high quality control tissue.

Immunohistochemistry
Immunohistochemistry and digitization of stainings was performed as described 
previously.20 In short, formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tissue blocks were cut into 
10 μm thick sections. Sections were deparaffinized and rehydrated in a graded series 
of xylene and ethanol. Consecutive sections were Nissl (thionin, Thermo Fisher 
Scientific Inc, Waltham, USA) stained for cell bodies and immunohistochemically 
stained for neurons (NeuN, 1:1000, Millipore, Billerica, USA), myelin (proteolipid 
protein; PLP, 1:1000, Serotec, Oxford, UK), activated microglia/macrophages (human 
leukocyte antigen; HLA-DR, 1:500, gift from Dr. Hilgers, Department of Obstetrics 
and Gynecology, VU University Medical Center) and phosphorylated and non-
phosphorylated heavy chains of neurofilaments (SMI312, 1:2000, Covance, Princeton, 
USA).  The sections were rinsed after primary antibody incubation and subsequently 
incubated with biotin-labeled secondary antibodies. Next, sections were incubated 
with streptavidin-biotin-peroxidase complex (Vectastain; 1:200; Vector Laboratories 
Inc., Burlingame, CA, USA). Finally, sections were rinsed and the peroxidase reaction 
was developed with 3,3’ diaminobenzidine-tetrahydro-chloridedihydrate (DAB, 
DAKO, Glostrup, Denmark) as a chromogen. Staining conditions were kept constant 
during the study.
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Digitization and morphometric analysis
Morphometric analyses were undertaken using a Leica DM/RBE photomicroscope 
with a Xillix MicroImager digital camera (1280×1024 pixels) attached to an MCID 
(Microcomputer Imaging Device) Elite image analysis system (Imaging Research Inc, 
Ontario, Canada). Images were taken as vertical stacks of 6 µm at 100x magnification. 
Based on systematic random sampling, and depending on the size of the section, 
2-8 ROIs were selected. During digitization, care was taken to keep the exposure 
conditions constant. 
 Within every ROI, morphometric analyses were done where the distance 
between pial surface and WM/GM border was shortest, in order to standardize 
measurements. The cortex was measured at six different points within every 
ROI, starting at the pial surface and ending at the leukocortical border. Three 
measurements were done in the superficial layers (I-III) and three in de deeper layers 
(IV-VI) of the cortex.  The average scan area of each measurement was 41,991 µm2. 
Subsequently, the six measurements (three in the superficial and 3 three in de deeper 
layers) were averaged.  The average values were used in the statistical analysis.
 The number of neurons and averaged neuronal profile were measured using 
MCID in-house developed segmentation scripts. These segmentation scripts were 
used to construct measuring templates based on local thresholding and clustering. 
Subsequently, the measuring templates were used to measure neurons in the original, 
non-modified, images. The neuronal cell counts were Abercrombie corrected,21 
accounting for the overestimation of cells due to aberrant quantification of cells 
residing outside the imaged plane. The averaged neuronal size was determined by 
measuring the proportional surface area stained using NeuN antibodies divided by 
the number of NeuN positive objects identified using the segmentation script. 
 The axonal density analysis was based on staining density (Relative Optical 
Density; ROD). ROD could be interpreted as a gray value measurement and ranges 
from 0 to 1. ‘Zero’ would mean no axons and therefore no staining and a white 
image. ‘One’ would be a completely saturated black image as a result of a very high 
density of axons. Subsequently, we corrected for inter-individual staining intensity 
differences, which are largely due to post-mortem effects such as changes in the 
pH of the tissue. Within every section, we measured the ROD at three places within 
the NAWM and used the average of these measurements to calculate the relative 
ROD in the GM (GM ROD measurement/averaged NAWM ROD measurements). 
The NAWM measurements were taken from locations without large blood vessels 
and free from pathology. HLA-DR positive microglia/macrophages were visually 
quantified on a scale from 0 to 4 (0 - no activated microglia/macrophages, 4 - 
numerous activated microglia/macrophages) as described before.20

Statistical analysis
All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS version 20.0. Mann-Whitney U 
tests were conducted to evaluate pairwise differences among groups (NAGM, type III 
lesions and control), controlling for Type I error across tests by applying a Bonferroni 
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correction. After Bonferroni correction a p<0.017 was considered significant. 
Comparison between type III lesions and NAGM MS were not Bonferonni corrected.

Results
Cases. A total of 31 tissue blocks were obtained from 11 MS patients and 6 controls. 
Ten of the patients had SPMS and one had a primary progressive (PPMS) disease 
course. Mean age ± SD of patients with MS and controls was similar (67.3 ± 13.1 vs. 
64.5 ± 4.3 years; p=0.531) and mean disease duration for patients with MS was 34.7 
± 14.8 years. The mean post mortem delay for MS and controls was also similar (9.2 
±1.2 vs. 7.7 ± 2.6 hours; p=0.122). Clinical characteristics are described in Table 1. 

Table 1: Clinical characteristics of the subjects

Subject MS type Gender Age at 
death 
(years)

PMD 
(hours:min)

Disease 
duration 
(years)

Cause of Death

MS 1 SPMS M 51 11:00 20 Pneumonia

MS 2 SPMS F 57 8:40 25 Euthanasia

MS 3 SPMS F 84 7:35 50 Euthanasia

MS 4 SPMS M 86 10:10 61 Pneumonia

MS 5 SPMS M 56 9:50 14 MODS

MS 6 SPMS M 75 10:10 50 Pneumonia

MS 7 SPMS F 71 7:05 34 MODS

MS 8 SPMS M 53 10:00 25 Euthanasia

MS 9 SPMS F 56 8:25 32 Pneumonia

MS 10 SPMS M 80 9:45 45 Pneumonia

MS 11 PPMS M 71 8:45 26 MODS

Ctrl 1 - M 68 7:17 - Myocardial 
infarction

Ctrl 2 - M 62 6:35 - Adenocarcinoma

Ctrl 3 - M 70 7:30 - Pancreas  
carcinoma

Ctrl 4 - F 65 12:50 - Cardiac arrest

Ctrl 5 - F 58 6:15 - MODS

Ctrl 6 - F 64 6:00 - Cachexia

MS, Multiple Sclerosis; SPMS, Secondary Progressive MS; PPMS, Primary Progressive MS;  M, male; F, 
Female; PMD, Post-mortem delay; MODS, Multiple organ dysfunction syndrome.
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Cortical GM lesions. 
A total of 117 ROIs were investigated in the MS samples, 75 ROIs contained NAGM, 
and 42 contained a lesion (one lesion per ROI). Eighteen ROIs were investigated in 
the control samples. All except two cortical lesions extended from the pial surface 
into the cortex to cortical layers 3 or 4 and were defined as subpial type III lesions. Two 
lesions extended from the pial surface to the white matter border. Immune activity 
within the lesions was classified according to the distribution and density of HLA-
DR positive cells. In line with the literature,15 based on semi-quantitative analysis 
there was minor to moderate microglial activity in type III lesions and no significant 
difference between NAGM and type III lesions in terms of microglial activation (2.00 
± 0.97 vs. 1.81 ± 1.05 microglia score; p=0.358). There was no significant microglial 
activity in control cortex.

Neuronal and axonal densities in MS cortex
There was no significant difference in neuronal density between type III lesions and 
NAGM in the cingulate cortex (p=0.593), frontal cortex (p=0.104) or temporal cortex. 
(p=0.592). The same holds true for axonal density: there was no difference between 
type III lesions and NAGM in the cingulate cortex (p=0.156), frontal (p=0.989) or 
temporal cortex (p=0.275). In the cingulate cortex, neuronal size was smaller in type 
III lesions compared to NAGM (-11.2%. p=0,040). However, there was no difference 
in neuronal size between type III lesions and NAGM in the frontal (p=0.791) and 
temporal cortex (p=0.086). 

Neuronal and axonal loss in MS cortex compared to controls
The frontal cortex was selected to investigate possible neuronal and axonal 
density differences between MS (NAGM and type III lesions) and control cortex. 
After Bonferroni correction, neuronal density (-25.4%, p=0.001) and axonal density 
(31.4%, p=0.001) were significantly reduced in type III lesions compared to control 
cortex. Figure 1 illustrates neuronal loss in type III MS lesions. However, there was no 
significant difference in neuronal size between type III lesions and matched control 
cortex (-10.0%, p=0.040). Subtle neurodegenerative changes were also found in 
NAGM. Neurons in the NAGM were significantly smaller compared to controls 
(-13.1%, p=0.005) and axonal density was reduced by 33.0% (p<0.001). Neuronal 
density, however, was not significantly different in NAGM compared to controls. 
These results are summarized in Table 2.

3
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Figure 1. 
Neuronal loss in type III lesions in MS. (A) control and MS (B) sections stained for NeuN, demonstrating 
overall neuronal loss in MS cortex. (C) PLP stained section from MS patient (B), showing clear subpial 
demyelination (original magnification 100x) (D-E) High magnification pictures from cortical layer II, with 
matching (F-G) pictures demonstrating the quality of segmentation scripts (digital zoom from original 
100x magnification).
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NAGM
(Mean ± SD)

Type III lesions
(Mean ± SD)

Ctrl
(Mean ± SD)

p-value

Neuronal density 
(cells/mm2)

106 ± 33.71 92 ± 25.74 123 ± 14.91 P<0.017b

Neuronal size 
(µm2)

103.80 ± 18.40 107.49 ± 24.75 119.49 ± 10.91 P<0.017a

Axons (ROD) 0.45 ± 0.14 0.46 ± 0.19 0.67 ± 0.11 P<0.017a,b

Table 2: Mean cell densities in MS and control frontal cortex

NAGM, normal appearing gray matter; Ctrl, control; ROD, relative optical density. 
a  significant difference between NAGM and Ctrl 
b significant difference between type III lesions and Ctrl
P-value of 0.017, as determined by Mann-Whitney U test after Bonferonni correction.

Discussion
Subpial cortical demyelination is extensive in chronic MS.11 The current study 
investigated this commonest of cortical lesion types in histopathological detail 
and reports significant neuronal loss, reduced neuronal size and axonal loss in MS 
compared to controls. However, no significant differences in neuronal density or 
axonal density were found between type III lesions and NAGM within MS cases. The 
only borderline significant difference was found for neuronal size in type III lesions 
of the cingulate cortex, compared to NAGM of the same area (11.2% reduction). 
Compared to control cortex, both type III lesions and NAGM showed signs of 
neurodegeneration. On average, type III lesions contained 25.4% fewer neurons and 
a 31.4% reduced axonal density compared to control cortex.  In addition, NAGM 
also showed signs of neurodegeneration. We found on average a 13.6% reduction in 
neuronal size and a significant axonal loss (-33.0%) in NAGM compared to controls.  
These neurodegenerative changes are more subtle than previously reported in 
the thalamus in MS,22 but are in line with other studies investigating neocortical 
neurodegeneration in MS. Those studies reported cortical neuronal loss of up to 
20% in type I GM lesions and in type III lesions compared to controls, and ~10% 
neuronal loss in GM lesions as a container category when compared to NAGM.16-18

 Our previous work already showed that cortical atrophy, as measured by 
MRI, is predominantly explained by neuronal loss, neuronal atrophy and axonal 
loss, and to a lesser extent by demyelination.20 Our current study confirms that 
neurodegeneration is, at least to a large extent, independent of demyelination, 
as both type III lesions and NAGM showed significant signs of neurodegeneration 
compared to controls. Our results are to some degree in line with another study, 
which investigated cortical thinning and neurodegeneration in formalin fixed 
brains.17 This study reports ~10% cortical thinning independent of demyelination, 
with significant neurodegeneration in MS cortex compared to controls.17
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 Axonal loss was a prominent neurodegenerative hallmark found in type 
III lesions and in NAGM. Interestingly, in rat axotomy models, axonal transection 
was found to explain the reduction of both number and size of neurons by 50%.23, 

24 Possibly, the observed neuronal loss and smaller neuronal size in subpial GM 
lesions and NAGM resulted predominantly from deafferentation, following axonal 
degeneration in the WM (or GM). Local factors such as meningeal inflammation18 
might have had an effect on neurodegeneration, as well. In our sample, meningeal 
tissue was not specifically selected and was insufficiently present. However, patients 
with an aggressive disease course c.q. a strong inflammatory phenotype, including 
the appearance of B-cell follicle-like structures in the meninges, may have lost up 
to ~65% of their neurons in the upper cortical layers.18 Microscopic evaluation by 
the pathologist showed that the patients included in the current study, had mostly 
inactive WM lesions with minor microglial activation. Sporadically, some infiltrates 
such as lymphocytes could still be seen in the WM. Together, these pathological 
findings suggest that the patients included in this study had a relatively mild 
inflammatory phenotype, typical for patients with a relatively long disease course at 
autopsy.  
 Although beyond the scope of the current work, other non-inflammatory 
pathological mechanisms, like mitochondrial dysfunction,25 glutamate excitotoxicity26 
and iron deposition27 may play a role in MS neurodegeneration. Glutamate 
excitotoxicity, impaired iron homeostasis and mitochondrial dysfunction were 
suggested to contribute to a state termed “virtual hypoxia”.28 During virtual hypoxia, 
neurons consume more energy than they can produce, which leads to intra-cellular 
Ca2+ overload and activation of Ca2+ dependent apoptotic signaling pathways and 
eventually neurodegeneration. 
 This study has a few limitations. As indicated, chronic MS patients with 
relatively long disease durations were selected at autopsy, which limits generalization 
to the entire MS population. Furthermore, control tissue that matched the quality of 
our MS tissue was only available for the frontal cortex, which limits any inference 
about regional differences in MS neurodegeneration.  Finally, the current study had 
slightly more male than female MS patients. Male MS patients have been shown 
to develop more severe neurodegeneration.29 This effect is especially prominent 
in subcortical GM structures, such as the thalamus.30 Whether gender had an effect 
on the histopathological measures presented here cannot be established due to 
limited sample size. This might be subject of a future study. 
 In conclusion, this study showed significant neurodegenerative changes 
in type III lesions and NAGM of chronic MS patients compared to non-demented 
controls. Interestingly, however, there were no significant differences in neuronal 
density and axonal density between NAGM and type III lesions, suggesting that 
neurodegeneration is (largely) independent of cortical demyelination. 
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Grey matter (GM) pathology is extensive in MS and includes demyelination 
and neurodegeneration. Pathological mechanisms include oxidative 
stress, meningeal inflammation, and glutamate excitotoxicity. Here, we 
explored the expression of genes involved in neuronal functioning to gain 
more insight in GM pathology, particularly the neurodegenerative aspect 
of the disease. We used dedicated qPCR arrays and targeted mRNAs of 
ion channels and transporters, neurotrophins and neurotrophin receptors, 
as well as synaptic plasticity markers. We compared the regulation of the 
targeted genes in NAGM samples of 5 patients with MS with matching 
samples of health controls. Genes were significantly dysregulated in 
MS NAGM, particularly in the ion channels and transporters pathways. 
The expression of two genes in these pathways, the potassium channels 
Kir6.2 (4.04 fold, p<0.001) and KCNQ4 (6.90 fold, p=0.003) were found to 
be significantly up-regulated after correction for multiple comparisons. 
Subsequent immunohistochemical analysis revealed that Kir6.2 and 
KNCQ4 channels are expressed by neurons. These channels are highly 
regulated by cellular metabolism and are able to reduce neuronal firing 
rate. We propose that both channels may serve as a neuronal coping 
mechanism to reduce cell excitability during excitotoxicity in the MS 
cortex.

Keywords: Multiple Sclerosis, GM pathology, potassium channels, ion 
channels, qPCR array, Kir6.2, KCNQ4

ABSTRACT 
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Introduction
Multiple sclerosis (MS) is an inflammatory demyelinating disease of the central 
nervous system (CNS) that typically affects young adults. Although MS has long 
been considered a typical disease of the white matter (WM), it is now generally 
accepted that the grey matter (GM) is heavily affected as well.1 GM pathology, 
however, generally differs from WM pathology in terms of extent of inflammation, 
blood-brain barrier leakage and complement deposition; all typical characteristics 
of WM lesions.2-4 Despite a less inflammatory profile, axonal, neuronal, glial and 
synaptic loss have been reported in GM lesions and normal-appearing grey matter 
(NAGM).5-9 
 Axonal and neuronal loss contributes significantly to clinically relevant 
neuroimaging findings, like GM atroph.10 Importantly, GM atrophy correlates with 
disease progression.11 These findings underline the importance of assessing and 
understanding pathological mechanisms involved in GM pathology and particularly 
in neurodegenerative processes in MS patients. 
 Interestingly, a few microarray-based studies using MS cortical and 
hippocampal tissue have provided evidence for neuronal stress and impaired 
neuronal functioning.12-15 They provide evidence for mitochondrial and oxidative 
damage, but also impaired neurotransmission, synaptic dysfunction, inflammation 
and neuronal plasticity.12-15 By means of dedicated qPCR arrays, we now further 
this work12-15 by investigating the expression of genes belonging to the following 
categories: ion channels and transporters, neurotrophins and neurotrophic receptors 
and synaptic plasticity. Previous work showed significant neurodegeneration in 
NAGM, as well as in cortical lesions.9 Here, we chose to focus on NAGM, assuming 
that (subtle) changes in gene expression associated with neurodegeneration are 
already ongoing.

Materials & Methods

Tissue collection and characterization
Brain material was obtained from The Netherlands Brain Bank, Amsterdam, the 
Netherlands (http://www.brainbank.nl). Tissue blocks were removed according 
to a rapid autopsy protocol16 and fixed in 10% formalin or immediately frozen for 
biochemical analysis, using liquid nitrogen. Finally, based on anti-proteolipid protein 
(PLP) staining, frozen sections of NAGM (cingulate gyrus) from 5 chronic MS cases 
and 5 healthy control cases were selected for quantitative PCR arrays. Cortical tissue 
from two MS was used to confirm the cellular source of significantly regulated genes, 
Kir6.2 and KCNQ4. 

Standard protocol approvals, registrations, and patient consents.
The study was approved by the local institutional ethics review board. Before death, 
the donors or their next of kin provided written informed consent for the use of their 
tissue and clinical information for research purposes to the Netherlands Brain Bank.

4
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RNA isolation and real time quantitative PCR arrays
Total RNA was extracted using the RNeasy lipid tissue mini kit (Qiagen, Hilden, 
Germany). One microgram of total RNA from each sample was reverse transcribed 
into cDNA using the RT2 first strand kit (Qiagen). Three RT2 profiler PCR arrays 
(Qiagen) were used to examine mRNA levels of genes involved in ionchannels 
& transporters, neurotrophins & receptors and synaptic plasticity (84 genes per 
array) (http://www.qiagen.com/products/catalog/assay-technologies/real-time-pcr-
and-rt-pcr-reagents/rt2-profiler-pcr-arrays). Per array, one or more of the following 
genes included on each array were used as house-keeping ‘control’ genes: beta-2-
microglobulin (B2M), hypoxanthine phosphoribosyltransferase 1 (HPRT1), ribosomal 
protein L13A (RPL13A), glyceraldehydes-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) 
or Actin-β (ACTB). We normalized our data with the two housekeeping genes 
that showed the most consistent expression in all samples. We considered the 
expression to be consistent when the difference between samples in housekeeping 
gene expression was no more than 2 CT values. We used RPL13A for the “ion 
channels and transporters” array and “neurotrophin and receptors” array. ACTB and 
GAPDH were used as housekeeping genes for the “synaptic plasticity” array. Each 
array included a genomic DNA control, reverse transcription control, and positive 
controls. All PCR experiments were conducted with a ViiA 7 Real time PCR system 
(Applied Biosystems, Foster City, USA). Data were analyzed using ΔΔCt  based 
calculations.17 A 2.0 fold change in expression of a gene between MS and control 
tissue was considered to be substantial.

Immunohistochemical double-labeling
Table 1 describes which case was used for each staining. Cortical sections (10 
µm) from one MS patient were deparaffinized, rehydrated and rinsed with PBS. 
Sections were incubated with 10% normal goat serum to prevent unspecific binding 
of antibodies. After this blocking step sections were incubated with primary 
antibodies, anti-NeuN (1:1000, Millipore, Darmstadt, Germany), and KCNQ4 (1:100, 
Atlas Antibodies, Stockholm, Sweden). For Kir6.2 staining, snap frozen 10 µm cortical 
sections were cut from one patient. Sections were fixed using acetone for 10 min and 
rinsed. Subsequently, unspecific binding of antibodies was prevented by incubating 
the slides with 10% normal goat serum. Next, sections were incubated with primary 
antibodies, anti-NeuN (1:1000, Millipore), and anti-Kir6.2 (1:25, Thermo Scientific, 
Rockford, IL, USA). After incubation with primary antibodies, sections were rinsed 
in Tris Buffer Saline (TBS) and incubated with Alexa-488 and Alexa-546-labeled 
secondary antibodies (1:400, Life Technologies, Vienna, Austria). Sections were 
incubated for 10 min with Sudan Black (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) to block tissue 
autofluorescence. Subsequently, slides were rinsed with PBS and coverslipped using 
mounting medium with DAPI (1:10000, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) dilution. 
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Table 1: Clinical characteristics of patients and controls

Subject Type of 
MS

Gender Age at 
death 
(year)

PMD 
(hours)

Disease 
duration 
(years)

Cause of 
death

qPCR array analysis

MS 1 SPMS F 59 4:45 24 Euthanasia

MS 2 SPMS F 57 8:40 25 Euthanasia

MS 3 SPMS M 56 9:50 14 Cachexia

MS 4 SPMS M 73 8:00 26 Urosepsis

MS 5 SPMS F 60 10:40 7 Euthanasia

Ctrl 1 NA M 70 6:15 NA Unknown

Ctrl 2 NA M 73 6:15 NA Mamma 
carcinoma

Ctrl 3 NA M 51 7:45 NA Suicide

Ctrl 4 NA F 71 7:20 NA Renal 
insufficiency

Ctrl 5 NA F 60 7:30 NA Infection 

Immunohistochemistry Staining

MS 6 SP M 86 10:10 61 Pneumonia KCNQ4

MS 7 ND F 69 7:30 53 Heart failure Kir6.2

PMD, post mortem delay; SPMS, Secondary Progressive MS; ND, non-determined; M, male; F, female. 
NA not applicable.

Induction of potassium channels in NAGM of chronic MS patients

Statistical analysis
qPCR array data were analyzed using a Microsoft Office Excel 2003 template provided 
by Qiagen (www.qiagen.com). The template makes use of ΔΔCt  based calculations17 
to determine the relative expression of each gene in MS compared to controls. 
Differences in expression were calculated using unpaired two-tailed Student’s T-test 
(p<0.05). The subsequent significant results were corrected for multiple comparisons 
using a Bonferroni correction (p<0.005). 

Results 
The MS patients and controls used for the qPCR array were statistically similar with 
respect to age at death, gender and post-mortem delay. The clinical characteristics 
of patients and controls are described in Table 1. All patients had been diagnosed 
with secondary progressive MS. Mean age ± SD of patients and controls were similar 
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61.0 ± 6.9 vs. 65±9.3 (p=0.462) years and mean disease duration for the patients was 
19.2 ± 8.3 years. The mean post mortem delay for the patients was 8.3 ± 2.2 hours 
and 7.0 ± 0.7 hours for the non-neurological controls (p=0.236).

Gene expression profiles in myelinated MS cingulate gyrus
In the cingulate cortex, the expression of 34 out of 84 genes coding for ion channels 
and transporters was increased more than 2-fold in the MS group compared to 
controls, and none of the genes were down-regulated. Significantly up-regulated 
genes included voltage-sensitive chloride channel 7 (CLCN7), potassium inwardly-
rectifying channel 11 (Kir6.2), potassium voltage-gated channel 4 (KCNQ4), and 
sodium/chloride-dependent glycine transporter (SLC6A9). In contrast, the expression 
of only 2 out of 84 genes involved in synaptic plasticity were decreased by more 
than 2-fold in MS cortex, including jun B proto-oncogene (JUNB) and FBJ murine 
osteosarcoma oncogene homolog (FOS). In addition, cGMP dependent protein 
kinase 1 (PRKG1) was significantly down-regulated 0.73-fold. Interestingly, none of 
the  neurotrophins and neurotrophin receptor genes were regulated more than two-
fold in MS cortex compared to controls. A list of the genes examined is shown in 
supplementary Table 1, 2 and 3. Genes that were substantially (>2 fold) regulated are 
shown in Figure 1. In addition, significant differences in gene expression between 
MS cortex and control cortex are shown in Table 2. Only the difference in expression 
of the potassium channels KCNQ4 and Kir6.2 remained significant after correction 
for multiple comparisons (p<0.005). 

Figure 1
Relative mRNA expression of genes by RT2 profiler PCR array in control and myelinated MS cortex. 
Results are mean ± SEM (n = 5 per group). Only significant genes or genes with at least a two fold change 
are displayed. There is no difference in regulation of genes in the neurotrophins & receptors cluster (not 
shown).  
* P<0.05 MS versus control group. (uncorrected for multiple comparisons)
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Table 2: Differential gene expression in MS vs. control cortex

Gene Fold Regulation P-Value

CLCN7 2.85 0.036

Kir6.2 4.04 <0.001*

KCNQ4 6.90 0.003*

SLC6A9 2.11 0.029

PRKG1 0.73 0.011

*P<0.005 was considered significant after correction for multiple comparisons.

Induction of potassium channels in NAGM of chronic MS patients

KCNQ4 and Kir6.2 are expressed by neurons in MS cortex
The cellular source of KCNQ4 and Kir6.2 was investigated using immunohistochemistry. 
KCNQ4 (Figure 2a-c) and Kir6.2 (Figure 2d-f) were expressed by neurons as 
evidenced by their colocalization with the neuronal marker NeuN. KCNQ4 appears 
to be expressed on neuronal membranes, while Kir6.2 was more diffusely expressed 
in the cytoplasm. 

Discussion
We showed that a variety of ion channels and ion transporters were up-regulated 
in normally myelinated MS cortical tissue. Four specific genes were statistically 
significantly up-regulated, including CLCN7, Kir6.2, KCNQ4, and SLC6A9. In 
contrast, most genes related to synaptic plasticity were down-regulated in MS tissue 
compared to control tissue. There was no difference in the regulation of genes 
related to neurotrophins and neurotrophic receptors. This might be due to end-
stage of the disease process in the sample included in the current study.18, 19

 The qPCR array result of two specific genes, Kir6.2 and KCNQ4, remained 
significant after correction for multiple comparisons. Kir6.2 channels are ATP sensitive 
potassium (KATP) channels that couple cellular metabolism to electrical activity by 
opening as the intracellular ATP/ADP ratio decreases and by closing as this ratio 
increases. KATP channels are found in many excitable cells including hormone-
secreting cells, cardiac myocytes, skeletal and smooth muscle, and neurons.20, 21 
They are expressed in various brain nuclei such as the brain stem, basal ganglia, 
basal forebrain, hypothalamus, hippocampus and cerebral cortex.22 KATP channels 
are mostly closed at rest. However, they open during hypoxic challenges and protect 
neurons from excitotoxic damage, by reducing the neurons firing rate.23, 24 Together 
these observations suggest that enhanced expression of Kir6.2 channels protect 
neurons from excitotoxic damage. 
 KCNQ4 is a potassium channel and functions as a ‘brake’ on repetitive 
action potential discharges and therefore has a key role in the regulation of neuronal 
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excitability.25 Thus far, expression of KCNQ4 has only been described in the inner ear 
and the central auditory pathway.25-27 However, our qPCR data shows a significant 
expression of KCNQ4 in MS cingulate cortex. In addition, immunohistochemical 
analysis shows a clear expression of KCNQ4 on cell membranes of cortical neurons. 
KCNQ channel function is closely related to the metabolic state of the cell.25 
Slight increases in Ca2+ concentration via for example metabotropic glutamate 
receptor activation can facilitate channel closure and increase cellular excitability.28 
Summarizing, Kir6.2 and KCNQ4 functioning are related to cell metabolism and are 

Figure 2. Neurons in MS NAGM express KCNQ4 and Kir6.2. a-c Immunohistochemical analysis of NeuN 
(green) and KCNQ4 (orange) in NAGM shows NeuN-positive neurons with high immunoreactivity for 
KCNQ4 on neuronal cell membrane (x200). d-f NeuN positive neurons (green) with strong cytoplasmic 
immunoreactivity for Kir6.2 (orange) (x200). Inserts are magnifications from original image c or f at the 
location indicate with an arrow (digital zoom).
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able to reduce energy consumption by reducing cell excitability during excitotoxic 
conditions. 
 Glutamate excitotoxicity is a pathological mechanism that might play 
role in MS. MS brains show expression of ionotropic and metabotropic glutamate 
receptors on axons, oligodendrocytes, astrocytes and macrocphages/microglia,29-31 
but also a reduced expression of glutamate reuptake transporters32 and AMPA 
receptors.33 Whether the induction of Kir6.2 and KNCQ4 in NAGM of MS patients 
is a compensatory mechanism aimed at normalizing neuronal firing and reducing 
cellular energy consumption remains to be investigated in more detail in future 
mechanistic studies. Compensatory regulation of ion channels plays a central 
role in MS pathology. Some ion channels, like Nav, VGCC, TRPM and ASIC1a 
are redistributed from neuronal cell bodies to demyelinated axons.34 Although, 
ultimately the redistribution contributes to degeneration initially the redistribution 
might represent countermeasures to preserve conductance and axonal integrity. 
Possibly, the altered regulation of Kir6.2 and KCNQ4 are also initially beneficial but 
in the end lead to neurodegeneration.
 In future studies it might be interesting to investigate the expression of 
Kir6.2 and KCNQ4 in cortical lesions as well. Subtle changes in gene expression are 
already ongoing in NAGM, but possibly the expression of the genes included in the 
qPCR arrays are influenced by demyelination. 
 In conclusion, genes related to ion channels and transporters are up-
regulated in MS cortex compared to controls, while genes related to synaptic 
plasticity are down-regulated in the cortex of (chronically ill) MS patients. Genes 
related to neurotrophins and their receptors were not differently regulated. Two 
genes remained significant after correction for multiple comparisons, Kir6.2 and 
KNCQ4. These genes are involved in GM pathology in MS and may serve as a 
neuronal coping mechanism to reduce cell excitability during excitotoxicity in the 
MS cortex. 
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Supplemental Table 1
Relative mRNA expression of genes 
involved in ion channels and transporters 
pathways in control and myelinated MS 
cortex. The expression of mRNA was 
measured using RT2 profiler PCR array.

Induction of potassium channels in NAGM of chronic MS patients

Legend:

Fold-change values less than one 
inidicate a negative or down-regulation. 
Fold-change values greater than 2 are 
indicated in red; fold-change values less 
than 0.5 are indicated in blue.

p-values: p-values are calculated based 
on a Student’s t-test of the replicated 
2^(Delta Ct) values for each gene in the 
control group and MS group an p values 
less than 0.05 are indicated in red.
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Supplemental Table 2 
Relative mRNA expression of genes 
involved in neurotrophins and 
neurotrophic receptors pathways in 
control and myelinated MS cortex. The 
expression of mRNA was measured 
using RT2 profiler PCR array.

Legend:

Fold-change values less than one 
inidicate a negative or down-regulation. 
Fold-change values greater than 2 are 
indicated in red; fold-change values less 
than 0.5 are indicated in blue.

p-values: p-values are calculated based 
on a Student’s t-test of the replicated 
2^(Delta Ct) values for each gene in the 
control group and MS group an p values 
less than 0.05 are indicated in red.
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Supplemental Table 3 
Relative mRNA expression of genes 
related to synaptic plasticity in control 
and myelinated MS cortex. The 
expression of mRNA was measured 
using RT2 profiler PCR array.

Induction of potassium channels in NAGM of chronic MS patients

Legend:

Fold-change values less than one 
inidicate a negative or down-regulation. 
Fold-change values greater than 2 are 
indicated in red; fold-change values less 
than 0.5 are indicated in blue.

p-values: p-values are calculated based 
on a Student’s t-test of the replicated 
2^(Delta Ct) values for each gene in the 
control group and MS group an p values 
less than 0.05 are indicated in red.
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Grey matter (GM) integrity changes and GM atrophy are both potentially important 
MRI GM pathology measures in multiple sclerosis (MS). However, the underlying 
tissue changes reflected by the MRI measures are unknown and are investigated in 
the validation studies described in chapter 2. In addition, we gained more detailed 
insight into the nature of GM pathology in these studies. The results of the studies, 
described in chapter 2, raised some important questions, like is neurodegeneration 
(an important part of GM pathology) independent of GM demyelination in chronic 
MS? And what kind of pathological mechanisms are a in the NAGM, where we 
observed only subtle neurodegenerative changes? These and other questions will 
be addressed below.

Validation studies
Chapter 2.1–In MS, Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) has frequently been used to 
measure white matter (WM) integrity changes, but recently a few in-vivo studies 
have also reported DTI changes in MS cortex.1-3 The results of these studies are 
inconclusive. Some studies report an increase in fractional anisotropy (FA) in MS 
cortex compared to controls, but others found a decrease in FA. However, all studies 
have reported an FA increases in GM lesions compared to NAGM.1-3 The pathological 
process that reflects an increased FA is unknown, but Filippi et al.3 suggested that an 
increased FA reflects an increase of microglia in GM lesions that form micro-columns, 
which renders the diffusion within the tissue micro-structure more anisotropic. Our 
results in chapter 2.1, demonstrate that the increase in FA is probably not due to an 
increase of activated microglia density in GM lesions compared to normal appearing 
grey matter (NAGM). As Haider et al4 observed an increase of microglia in deep GM 
lesions, using anti-Iba-1 and NADPH oxidase antibodies, we decided to perform 
an additional analysis for the MS cortex in an independent group of patients, using 
these specific antibodies. 
Although this is still ongoing work, our preliminary results still showed no increase 
of microglia in GM lesions compared to NAGM (Figure 1). It might be that microglia 
density is patient dependent rather than lesion dependent. Some patients had 
substantially more microglial activation than others, suggesting different MS 
populations. The heterogeneity of MS has been reported by a number of studies,5-8 
and is nicely illustrated by Kooi et al. for the cortex.7 They observed MS patients 
with a lot of cortical lesions and patients with relatively small numbers of cortical 
lesions. Interestingly, a subset of the “cortical lesion group” had cortical lesions with 
a rim of activated microglia (RAM lesions), while other patients did not. The patients 
with RAM lesions had a more active WM pathology and a lower age at death, while 
the age at onset was similar between the investigated groups, suggesting a less 
favorable disease course.

Chapter 2.2 - GM atrophy is a prominent aspect of MS pathology, and plays an 
important role from the beginning of the disease.9 In addition, GM atrophy seems 
to increase rapidly during disease progression10 and is directly related to patients’ 
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cognitive impairment.11 At the onset of this PhD project, it was unknown what GM 
atrophy, as measured by MRI, truly represented in terms of underlying tissue changes. 
It was hypothesized to be a combination of neuro-axonal degeneration and myelin 
loss and was therefore often used as a ‘marker for neurodegeneration’ in clinical 
trials. With a combination of post-mortem in-situ MRI and systematic sampling of 
standard brain areas, we were able to investigate which (cellular) marker predicts GM 
volume. We quantified a number of (cellular) markers, including dendrites, axons, 
synapses, neurons, astrocytes, oligodendrocytes, microglia and myelin density. 

Figure 1
Microglial activity in GM lesions and NAGM. An MS section containing a type I GM lesion, stained for 
Iba-1. The border of the cortex is indicated with a red dashed line and the border of the lesion with a blue 
dashed line. Inserts are a digital magnification of the grey matter (GM) and white matter (WM).

5
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Our results show that GM volume is mainly predicted by neuronal loss, neuronal 
shrinkage and axonal loss. Interestingly, myelin density was not a significant 
predictor of GM volume, which suggests that neurodegeneration is independent of 
demyelination. This result is in line with the study of Wegner et al.,12 who did not find a 
spatial correlation between cortical thinning and cortical lesions. We investigated the 
relation between demyelination and neurodegeneration in more depth in chapter 
3. We used a rather complex statistical model, which accounts for the “nestedness” 
of our study design. Future studies using a larger sample will have to investigate the 
relation between axonal and neuronal density in predicting GM volume, as well as 
other factors such as dendrite density, synapse density and oligodendrocyte density; 
factors which now appeared to be less significant, but might still be relevant. It 
would also be interesting to investigate if there are regional differences in predictors 
of GM volume. In general, neuronal loss and axonal loss were found to be the most 
prominent factors contributing to GM atrophy in our studies, but these predictors 
might vary in strength from region to region. For example, Dutta et al.13 observed 
no neuronal loss in MS hippocampi, but a significant ~2 fold reduction in synapse 
density compared to control hippocampi. Unfortunately hippocampus was not 
included in our study, because the hippocampus was non-standard dissected and 
anatomical level within the hippocampus varied substantially per patient. 

Chapter 2.3  - Several methods have been used in-vivo to measure GM atrophy 
in MS, with the most ‘popular’ being SIENAX, FreeSurfer and SPM. However, it is 
unclear whether they are equally valid, i.e., whether they reflect changes on the tissue 
level equally well. We aimed to assess the relation of FreeSurfer, FSL-SIENAX and 
SPM regional cortical volume measurements in five systematically sampled cortical 
areas, with a histological reference: cortical thickness measured on Nissl stained 
sections. FreeSurfer and SIENAX were run in automated mode and with manual 
editing. SPM was only run in automated mode. There was a significant correlation 
between GM volume and histological cortical thickness for FreeSurfer and SIENAX 
with manual editing. Interestingly none of the evaluated methods were significant 
in automated mode, stressing the use of manual editing to improve the automated 
segmentation, especially in a disease like MS in which the average GM atrophy 
rate is only 0.2-0.6% per year.10 This does not necessarily mean that the evaluated 
methods cannot be used in automated mode to accurately measure GM atrophy. 
They can be used in automated mode to detect atrophy by assessing differences 
in volume measurements taken at different time points, as long as it is sensitive to 
detect changes at all, and is consistent in its bias. Our results are in contradiction with 
the result of an earlier in-vivo study performed by Derakhshan et al,14 which used a 
manually outlined GM mask of three brain slices from three MS brains as a reference 
volume. The manually outlined masks corresponded better with the SPM GM outline 
than with FreeSurfer and SIENAX. The discrepancy in results might be due to the 
difference in sample size and due to the fact that we measured GM volume in brain 
regions more spread throughout the brain, compared with the regions included in 
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the three brain slices as used by Derakhshan et al.14

The validation studies have contributed to the understanding of commonly in-vivo 
used MRI measures for MS. We now know that cortical integrity changes do not 
represent microglial activation, and neurodegeneration is reflected by MRI-measured 
GM atrophy. In addition, these studies have also led to new insight in the pathology 
of MS. In chronic MS, GM atrophy is independent of demyelination, which suggests 
that the lesions that are missed using conventional MRI techniques will only have 
minimal impact on measured neurodegenerative changes. As GM atrophy can be 
reliably measured using conventional MRI techniques, GM atrophy measurements 
will play a more prominent role in monitoring disease progression than GM lesions, 
particularly in clinical trials.15

 Unfortunately, due to a lack of high quality control data, we were unable to 
say to what extent our findings deviate from what is “normal”. The available control 
material had a different post-mortem delay and autopsy protocol than the MS 
tissue used in the studies described in chapter 2. Moreover, there was no MRI data 
available from post-mortem control samples. For future studies, we recently started 
the “Normal Aging Brain Collection Amsterdam”, which is a brain bank for healthy 
control brains. We will include healthy donors with an age range between 30 and 90 
years old without any neurological or psychiatric history. The autopsy protocol will 
be similar to the MS autopsy protocol, including post-mortem 3T in-situ and ex-vivo 
7T MRI.

GM neuropathology
Chapter 3. Based on the results of the GM atrophy study, described in chapter 
2.2, we hypothesized that neurodegeneration might be independent of local GM 
demyelination. To test this hypothesis we quantified neurons and axons in subpial 
lesions, NAGM, and in matching healthy control cortex. The results show a significantly 
reduced neuronal size, neuronal loss and axonal loss in MS cortex compared to 
control cortex. However, no significant differences in axonal and neuronal densities 
were found between subpial lesions and NAGM. These results suggest that 
neurodegeneration is to a great extent independent of local demyelination in the 
cortex in chronic MS. Probably, neurodegeneration is caused both by local factors in 
the degenerating GM as well as by more distant WM lesions. 
 Local factors in the degenerating GM likely involve pathological mechanisms 
such as oxidative stress, iron accumulation and glutamate excitotoxicity, but also 
meningeal inflammation. Meningeal inflammation is suggested to contribute to 
neurodegeneration with the most striking example described by Magliozzi et al.6 
Although we have never found B-cell follicle like structures, Magliozzi et al. observed 
significant neurodegeneration in NAGM and cortical lesions in patients with B-cell 
follicle like structures, suggesting a relation between meningeal inflammation and 
neurodegeneration. WM lesions induce neurodegeneration in connected GM areas, 
via Wallerian or “dying back” degeneration of axons.16 Rat axotomy models support 

5
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this hypothesis, as axonal transection could lead to 50% neuronal loss and shrinkage 
in connected GM areas.17, 18

 However, in chronic MS, WM lesions have a far less pronounced effect on 
GM atrophy and GM atrophy may proceed largely independently of WM damage.10, 

19-21 Damage in affected regions in MS might generate ‘first-order effects’ and also 
‘second-order effects’. This means that GM atrophy likely ensues from both local 
connectedness to WM lesions (with axonal transection) and from more remote 
degeneration in anatomically connected cortex (that was already affected by WM 
lesions).22 The second-order effect (corticocortical network degeneration) that follows 
in time and on top of the first-order effect(axonal transaction in the WM and dying-
back axonopathy) might explain why GM damage grows much more prominent in 
chronic progressive MS4, 23 Figure 2 illustrates this hypothesized sequence of events 
that lead to GM atrophy independent of WM lesions.

Figure 2
A possible mechanism leading to GM atrophy independent of WM pathology. 
(1) First order effects, such as axonal transaction and dying-back axonopathy in WM lesions, results (2) in 
degeneration of the neuronal cell body in the GM. Neurons in connected distant GM areas projecting 
to the neurons affected by WM lesions, lose neuronal connectivity and neurotrophic support. 3) This in 
turn may lead to corticocortical degeneration of the neurons in these areas as well. 
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Chapter 4. The mechanisms involved in GM pathology remain enigmatic. Likely 
multiple mechanisms are involved, such as meningeal inflammation, glutamate 
excitotoxicity, iron accumulation and oxidative stress. In chapter 4, we explored 
multiple signaling pathways involved in neuronal functioning. A few micro-array based 
studies had already provided evidence for neuronal stress and impaired neuronal 
functioning.13, 24-26 They demonstrated significant regulation of genes involved 
in mitochondrial and oxidative damage, impaired neurotransmission, synaptic 
dysfunction, inflammation and neuronal plasticity.13, 24-26 By means of dedicated qPCR 
arrays we furthered this work and investigated genes involved in three pathways: ion 
channels and transporters, neurotrophins and neurotrophic receptors, and synaptic 
plasticity. We compared MS NAGM cortex with matching cortex from healthy 
controls. Interestingly, within the ion channel and transporter array, most genes were 
up-regulated in MS cortex. Most genes in the synaptic plasticity array were down-
regulated in MS, which indicates that in chronic MS, plasticity might be reduced. In 
addition, there was no difference in regulation of genes related to neurotrophins and 
neurotrophic receptors, which might be due to the end-stage of the disease process 
of the MS patients included in this study. After correction for multiple comparisons 
two genes remained significantly regulated, KCNQ4 and Kir6.2. Both genes code 
for potassium channels that are regulated by energy metabolism and are able to 
reduce neuron firing rates.27-30 We propose that both channels might serve a coping 
mechanism to reduce cell excitability during excitotoxicity in MS.
 Glutamate excitotoxicity could lead to imbalance in energy consumption 
and energy production, I therefore hypothesize that the up-regulation of KCNQ4 
and Kir6.2 by neurons is a possible mechanism to cope with a glutamate excitotoxic 
environment. Compensatory regulation of ion channels plays an important 
role in MS.31 For example, upon demyelination, ion channels, like Nav1.2 and  
Nav1.6, VGGC, TRPM and ASIC1 are redistributed from neuronal cell bodies to 
demyelinated axons. The regulation of these ion channels might be beneficial 
in the beginning, because they preserve signal conductance and contribute 
to axonal integrity. However, this requires increased adenosine triphosphate 
(ATP) levels, which dysfunctional mitochondria cannot produce. The imbalance 
in ATP consumption and production eventually leads to a state called virtual 
hypoxia and induces axonal degeneration via the activation of Ca2+ dependent 
apoptotic enzymes. Whether the up-regulation of KCNQ4 and Kir6.2 contributes 
or are a response to neurodegeneration has to be established in future studies. In 
addition, it needs to be established upon what kind of stimuli KCNQ4 and Kir6.2  
are regulated in MS. Exploratory in-vitro experiments revealed an up-regulation 
of Kir6.2 by undifferentiated neuroblastomas after stimulation with relatively 
low concentration of glutamate. Interestingly Kir6.2 was not regulated after 
stimulation with pro-inflammatory factors TNFα and IFNγ. KCNQ4, however, was  
not regulated by glutamate or inflammatory factors in these experiments.

5
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Concluding remarks
The work in the thesis describes studies answering several clinically and radiologically 
important questions, like what are the underlying tissue changes of GM integrity 
changes and GM atrophy. In addition, we validated commonly used methods to 
measure GM volume with MRI. These validation studies also raised important 
questions on their own, which we tried to answer in the neuropathological studies. 
These questions were: is neurodegeneration independent of GM demyelination? 
And what kind of pathological mechanisms are involved in GM pathology, especially 
in the NAGM, where we observed subtle neurodegenerative changes? 

• Validation studies (chapter 2.1-2.3) showed:
• An increased fractional anisotropy in GM lesions are not associated by an 

increase of microglial density
• GM atrophy, as measured by MRI, is mainly explained by neuronal loss, 

neuronal shrinkage and axonal loss, not by demyelination
• Manual editing of GM segmentation is important, when using FSL-SIENAX 

or FreeSurfer to measure MRI regional cortical volume.  
• Neuropathology studies (chapter 3 and 4):

• GM neurodegeneration is more pronounced in lesions than in NAGM, but 
only marginally so. 

• The pathogeneses of MS involves significant an up-regulation of ion 
channels and transporter in NAGM compared to control cortex.

 
Future perspectives
The content of thesis has made several contributions to our understanding of GM 
atrophy and concluded that GM atrophy is a true measure of neurodegeneration. 
However, it still remains unclear how GM atrophy develops.  From MRI studies we 
know that in the earlier phases of MS, GM atrophy correlates with WM lesion load 
and normal appearing WM integrity changes.20, 32 During this period, GM atrophy is 
likely triggered by axonal transection in WM lesions and NAWM, which promotes 
Wallerian or ‘dying back” degeneration of axons and results in neuronal damage 
in associated GM areas. In progressive MS, however, GM atrophy proceeds largely 
independently of WM pathology10, 19 Although these MRI results still have to be 
investigated in post-mortem tissue, it is an interesting observation that GM atrophy 
proceeds somehow independently from WM pathology. As hypothesized above, 
GM atrophy might result from local damage to connecting axons in WM lesions 
(with axonal transection and dying-back axonopathy) as well as from more remote 
degeneration in anatomically connected GM regions, which were already affected by 
WM lesions in an earlier phase (see Figure 2). If this is truly the case, early treatment 
of MS patients prevents severe damage to GM areas in the early phase of MS, and 
might therefore prevent secondary GM atrophy in progressive MS.   
 The spatial relation between WM lesion and GM atrophy/neurodegeneration 
can be investigated in post-mortem tissue in specific anatomical networks with known, 
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straightforward anatomical connections, such as the optical system. Although one 
cannot exclude the possibility that neurodegeneration in the visual cortex is caused 
by pathology in more distant connected areas, a patient with a lesion in an optic 
nerve would be expected to have GM atrophy in the lateral geniculate bodies and, 
as consequence of second order effects, in the primary visual cortex.
 The temporal relation between WM lesions and GM atrophy can only be 
investigated in an animal model. Although animal models do not completely resemble 
MS pathology, they can be used to investigate specific elements of MS pathology. 
In general, the cuprizone model is used to investigate neurodegeneration.33, 34 This 
cuprizone model causes widespread demyelination,35 but to investigate the relation 
between WM lesions and GM atrophy, focal lesions are needed with a known 
location. One might consider the lysolecithin model as suitable model, because 
this model enables induction of a demyelinating lesion at a very specific location. 
This demyelinating lesion involves macrophage/microglia infiltration and activation, 
reactive astrogliosis, oligodendrocytes precursor cell proliferation and migration 
and axonal injury.36, 37 If ‘second order effects’ could induce atrophy in connected 
brain areas, then one could expect significant atrophy/ neurodegeneration in the 
sensory cortex after inducing a lesion in the dorsal column of the spinal cord. 
 In addition, it would be interesting to investigate the relation between 
demyelination and axonal degeneration. As proposed for example by Trapp et al 
1998,16 axonal-myelin degeneration may start with demyelination and subsequent 
axonal degeneration. However, if GM atrophy ensues from ‘second-order effects’, 
a reversed pattern would be expected with first axonal degeneration and 
subsequent myelin degeneration. Such a pattern has already been observed by  
Bjartmar et al 200138 in an acute MS case. Normal appearing white matter areas, 
stained using immunohistochemistry, exhibited ~20% axonal loss. Moreover, 
confocal and electron microscopy revealed myelin sheaths without axonal 
content.  Additionally, collaborators at the University of Calgary have observed  
such a pattern of axonal-myelin degeneration in an animal model. They 
investigated demyelination in an adult mouse cervical spinal cord using two-
photon microscopy. Axons were YFP labeled and myelin sheaths were labeled using  
fluorescent dye, called Nile red. Subsequently, glutamate was applied and 
the degeneration of myelin and axons was investigated. They observed 
multiple patterns of myelin-axonal degeneration, including swelling of the  
myelin sheath with an already degenerated axon. Interestingly, they  
also observed relatively intact axons with swollen myelin sheaths, which 
might represent an earlier stage of axonal degeneration (see Figure 3). It  
would be interesting to investigate these patterns of myelin-axonal  
degeneration in MS material, possibly by using high resolution microscopy  
like the Stimulated Emission Depletion (STED) microscopy. 
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Figure 3
Two-photon imaging of myelin-axonal degeneration in the mouse adult spinal cord after applying high 
concentration of glutamate. The results show multiple patterns of myelin-axonal degeneration. (1) 
Spheroids (red arrows) with degeneration of axonal cytoplasm (green) and swelling of myelin sheath 
(red). (2) Injured axons with swelling of myelin sheath (cyan arrow). (3) Degenerated axons with swelling 
of myelin sheath (white arrow). The green arrow indicates a normal-appearing axon with intact myelin 
sheath. (unpublished data from Wulin Teo from the University of Calgary).
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MS is één van de meest voorkomende neurologische aandoeningen bij 
jongvolwassenen en begint vaak tussen het 20e en 40e levensjaar. Het ziekteverloop 
kan sterk variëren, maar wordt in het algemeen ingedeeld in drie vormen. De meest 
voorkomende vorm is “relapsing-remitting” MS (RRMS). Ongeveer 80% van de MS-
patiënten krijgt deze diagnose wanneer ze voor het eerst naar de dokter gaat en 
deze diagnose komt twee keer zoveel voor bij vrouwen als bij mannen. RRMS wordt 
gekarakteriseerd door perioden met neurologische klachten, zogenaamde schubs, 
en perioden van herstel. Typische neurologische klachten zijn eenzijdig gezichtsveld 
uitval, incontinentie, gevoelsstoornissen en verzwakte ledematen. Daarnaast krijgt 
45-55% van de patiënten cognitieve problemen zoals geheugenverlies, verminderde 
snelheid van denken en concentratiestoornissen.
 Ongeveer 65% van de RRMS patiënten ontwikkelt secondaire progressieve 
MS (SPMS) wat wordt gekarakteriseerd door een langzame neurologische 
achteruitgang. Deze SPMS patiënten krijgen vrijwel geen “schubs”. Tenslotte lijdt 
ongeveer 10% van alle patiënten aan primaire progressieve MS (PPMS). Deze vorm 
begint direct zoals SPMS en wordt dus ook gekarakteriseerd door een langzame 
neurologische achteruitgang zonder schubs.

MS is een ziekte van het centrale zenuwstelsel, wat bestaat uit de hersenen en het 
ruggenmerg. Daarnaast is het centrale zenuwstelsel op te delen in witte en grijze 
stof.  De grijze stof bevat naast een hoop andere cellen voornamelijk zenuwcellen, 
zogenaamde neuronen. De witte stof bevat vrijwel alle uitlopers “axonen” van de 
zenuwcellen die zich in de grijze stof bevinden. 
 MS wordt gekarakteriseerd door focale gebieden van demyelinisatie, 
ontstekingen en verlies van hersencellen. Demyelinisatie is een proces waarbij 
de isolerende laag (myelineschede) rond de uitlopers van zenuwcellen kapot 
gaat en verwijderd wordt. Hierbij speelt het afweersysteem een belangrijke rol, 
want imuuncellen zijn actief betrokken bij het verwijderen van myelineschede. De 
demyelinisatie verhindert de signaalgeleiding tussen zenuwcellen en beperkt de 
communicatie tussen zenuwcellen en de aansturing van bijvoorbeeld spieren.  Vaak 
herstelt de myelineschede zich weer en vindt er remyelinisatie plaats. Helaas is na 
een verloop van tijd deze herstellende capaciteit op en vindt er littekenvorming 
plaats. Dit litteken wordt aangeduid als een sclerotische laesie of plaque. 
 
MS werd voor een lange tijde beschouwd als een typische witte stof ziekte, maar 
tegenwoordig weten we dat bij de ziekte ook de grijze stof is aangedaan. In 
tegenstelling tot de witte stof wordt de grijze stof pathologie gekenmerkt door een 
afwezigheid van immuuncellen. De grijze stof pathologie is prominent in MS en lijkt 
gedurende de ziekte zelfs disproportioneel toe te nemen ten opzichte van witte stof 
pathologie. Daarnaast wordt de grijze stof pathologie gekenmerkt door verlies van 
zenuwcellen, ook wel neurodegeneratie genoemd. 

Witte stof laesies zijn goed zichtbaar op MRI als een hyper intens signaal op een 
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T1 gewogen MRI beeld.  Mede doordat laesies duidelijk en betrouwbaar zijn te 
visualiseren, speelt MRI een belangrijke rol in het vaststellen van de diagnose 
MS. Ondanks dat MRI gebruikt kan worden om het verloop van de ziekte te 
visualiseren, komt de hoeveelheid witte stof laesies niet altijd overeen met de 
invaliditeit van de patiënt. Sommige patiënten met slechts enkele witte stof laesies  
hebben veel meer klachten dan patiënten die veel witte stof laesies hebben. Mede 
door deze klinisch-radiologisch paradox, zijn onderzoekers opzoek gegaan naar 
betere maten van MS pathologie, zoals grijze stof laesies. Grijze stof laesies komen 
al vanaf het  begin van de ziekte voor en lijken een goede correlatie te hebben met 
vooral de cognitieve klachten van MS patiënten. Echter, ze zijn slecht te detecteren 
met conventionele MRI. Verschillende factoren spelen hierbij een rol, zoals verstoring 
van het signaal door signaal van cerebrospinaal vloeistof (wat zich direct naast de grijze  
stof bevindt), maar ook een gebrek aan contrast. De grijze stof bevat van  
zichzelf namelijk weinig myeline waardoor demyelinisatie dan ook minder contrast 
zal opleveren dan in de witte stof. Ook is er weinig immuun activiteit (inflammatie)  
in de grijze stof, wat in de witte stof ook voor contrast zorgt. Om dit probleem op te 
lossen heeft men ingewikkelde MRI sequenties ontwikkeld en is men naar een hoger 
magnetisch veld sterkte gegaan (ultra high field MRI). Dit heeft voor een verbetering 
van contrast gezorgd, maar nog steeds mist men het overgrote deel van alle grijze 
stof laesies.  

Naast conventionele MRI maakt men ook gebruik van kwantitatieve MRI, zoals 
diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) wat de mogelijkheid biedt om MS pathologie 
op een microschaal te onderzoeken.  Deze techniek geeft informatie over de 
integriteit van het weefsel. Zo blijkt dat de organisatie/structuur van het weefsel in  
de witte stof afneemt wanneer de pathologie toeneemt (het weefsel wordt 
bij wijze van spreken minder georganiseerd/gestructureerd). Ook in de grijze  
stof verandert de integriteit van het weefsel. Vreemd genoeg lijkt het weefsel meer 
georganiseerd/gestructureerd te worden in grijze stof laesies vergeleken met 
normaal gemyeliniseerd grijze stof weefsel (normal appearing grey matter, NAGM). 
 
Tenslotte meet men ook met behulp van MRI het krimpen van de grijze stof. 
Het krimpen wordt atrofiëren genoemd en is een belangrijke maat voor het 
verloop van de ziekte. Door de mate van atrofie te meten kunnen met name de  
cognitieve problemen goed worden verklaard. Alhoewel het een belangrijke 
maat is, weten we niet precies wat atrofie is, maar aangenomen wordt dat het 
verklaard wordt door verlies van neuronen, axonen en glia (steuncellen). Een  
van de doelen in dit proefschrift was om te onderzoeken of atrofie echt een maat is 
voor neurodegeneratie. 

Doel en outline van dit proefschrift
Zoals hierboven beschreven, speelt MRI tegenwoordig een belangrijke rol in het 
monitoren van het verloop van de ziekte MS. Grijze stof laesies, GM integriteit 
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veranderingen en vooral grijze stof atrofie lijken belangrijk en correleren met 
het ziekteverloop. Echter is er vaak maar weinig bekend over de biologische/
pathologische processen die door MRI worden gereflecteerd. 
Een belangrijk doel van het onderzoek beschreven in dit proefschrift was het 
onderzoeken van mogelijke weefsel veranderingen die ten grondslag liggen 
aan grijze stof atrofie en integriteit veranderingen. Deze studies zijn beschreven 
in hoofdstuk 2: Post mortem validation of GM atrophy and diffusion MRI. In 
hoofdstuk 2.1, onderzochten we de onderliggende pathologie van de toename van  
structuur/organisatie in grijze stof laesies ten opzichte van NAGM. Hoofdstuk 2.2 
onderzoekt wat grijze stof atrofie is op het gebied van weefsel veranderingen. 
Tenslotte valideer ik in hoofdstuk 2.3, drie veel gebruikte MRI methoden waarmee 
grijze stof volume kan worden gemeten. 
 Uit het onderzoek beschreven in hoofdstuk 2.2 ontsprongen een aantal 
belangrijke vragen die we probeerden te beantwoorden in hoofdstuk 3 en 4. Uit 
de resultaten van hoofdstuk 2.2 blijkt dat grijze stof atrofie onafhankelijk is van 
lokale grijze stof demyelinisatie, maar is neurodegeneratie echt onafhankelijk van 
grijze stof demyelinisatie? We hebben geprobeerd deze vraag te beantwoorden 
in hoofdstuk 3. We onderzochten met behulp van immunohistochemie of 
subpial grijze stof laesies (wat de meest voorkomende laesies zijn) bijdragen aan  
significante neurodegeneratie. Daarnaast onderzochten we in hoofdstuk 4 wat de 
potentiële pathologische mechanismen zijn die bijdragen aan neurodegeneratie 
in MS. We onderzochten met behulp van qPCR arrays de expressie van genen 
die betrokken zijn bij neuronaal functioneren. Tenslotte worden de resultaten van 
hoofdstuk 2 tot en met 4 samengevat en bediscussieerd in hoofdstuk 5. Hoofdstuk 
1 geeft een algemene inleiding van het onderwerp en de hoofdonderzoeksvragen 
van dit proefschrift.

Hoofdstuk 2 beschrijft het onderzoek naar de onderliggende weefsel veranderingen 
die ten grondslag liggen aan verschillende MRI bevindingen. Zoals hierboven 
beschreven hebben grijze stof laesies een grotere integriteit dan NAGM. De 
hypothese bestaat dat dit komt doordat het aantal microglia/macrofagen 
(immuuncellen) toeneemt in grijze stof laesies. Deze hypothese hebben we getest 
in hoofdstuk 2.1. We scanden op 7T ultra high field MRI, 14 formaline gefixeerde 
hersenplakken grijze stof atrofie. Vervolgens bepaalden we de integriteit van de 
grijze stof met behulp van DTI. Het bleek inderdaad dat grijze stof laesies meer 
gestructureerd waren dan normaal gemyeliniseerde grijze stof. Vervolgens 
hebben we van de plakken coupes gesneden en deze coupes gekleurd voor 
myeline en geactiveerde macrofagen/microglia (immuuncellen). Het bleek dat het 
aantal microglia/macrofagen niet toenam in grijze stof laesies en het is dus ook 
onwaarschijnlijk dat een toename van microglia/macrofagen de toename in grijze 
stof integriteit kan verklaren. In hoofdstuk 2.2 hebben we de vraag  “wat is grijze 
stof atrofie, gemeten met MRI?” onderzocht. Aangezien het niet mogelijk is om een 
levend persoon onder de microscoop te leggen hebben we het volgende gedaan: 
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11 MS patiënten werden direct na overlijden gescand met een MRI scanner. De 
hersenen waren nog aanwezig in de schedel en nog omgeven door liquor. Hierdoor, 
maar ook door de korte tijd tussen overlijden en scannen (<7 uur), lijkt deze scan 
zoveel mogelijk op de levende situatie. Met behulp van de scan is het grijze stof 
volume bepaald. Vervolgens zijn in het mortuarium 5 standaard hersengebieden 
uitgenomen die onderzocht zijn met behulp van microscopie. Hieruit bleek dat 
atrofie gemeten met de MRI scan voornamelijk verklaart kan worden door het aantal 
zenuwcellen, de grootte van de zenuwcellen en het aantal uitlopers. Ondanks dat 
MS een demyeliniserende ziekte is, blijkt myeline een veel minder grote rol te spelen 
in het verklaren van atrofie. 

In hoofdstuk 2.3. onderzochten we vervolgens welk grijze stof volume meet-methode 
de beste schatting geeft van de ware grootte van de grijze stof. Hierbij hebben 
we wederom gebruik gemaakt van MRI scans van 16 MS patiënten, gemaakt direct 
na het overlijden van de patiënt. Met behulp van deze MRI scans hebben we met 
behulp van drie veel gebruikte methoden, namelijk SIENAX, FreeSurfer en SPM, 
het grijze stof volume bepaald. Deze methoden hebben we met geautomatiseerde 
instellingen en manual editing gedraaid. Vervolgens hebben we met behulp van 
microscopie de ware grootte van de grijze stof bepaald. Deze “microscopische” 
grootte wordt gezien als de goudstandaard. Tenslotte hebben berekend welke MRI 
methode een volume schat die het meest overeen komt met de grootte van de 
grijze stof gemeten met de microscoop. Hieruit blijkt dat bij gebruik van methoden 
met geautomatiseerde instellingen, de resultaten slecht correleren met de 
goudstandaard. Alleen door handmatig het resultaat van de grijze stof en witte stof 
segmentatie aan te passen (één van de stappen binnen het volume meet proces), 
correleren de resultaten met de goudstandaard. 

Uit het onderzoek beschreven in hoofdstuk 2 bleek dat atrofie voornamelijk 
wordt verklaard door neuronaal verlies, neuronale “krimp” en axonaal verlies. 
Myeline dichtheid bleek een veel minder grote rol te spelen. Dit suggereert dat 
neurodegeneratie wellicht onafhankelijk van lokale demyelinisatie in de grijze stof 
plaatsvindt. Echter, de vergelijking tussen neurodegeneratie in grijze stof laesies 
met neurodegeneratie in normaal gemyeliniseerde grijze stof (NAGM) hebben we 
hier nog niet gemaakt. 
 Hiermee zijn we verder gegaan in het onderzoek dat is beschreven 
in hoofdstuk 3. Hier hebben we neurodegeneratie onderzocht in de meest 
voorkomende grijze stof laesies, namelijk subpiale laesies. Deze typen laesies 
bevinden zich vlak onder het oppervlakte van de hersenen. We concludeerden dat er  
inderdaad geen significant verschil is in neurodegeneratie tussen subpiale laesies 
en NAGM. Wel blijkt er een groot verschil in neuronaal verlies, neuronale grootte 
en axonaal verlies tussen MS en hersenweefsel van hersendonoren zonder 
neurologische ziekten (controles).
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Hoofdstuk 4 beschrijft tenslotte het onderzoek naar mogelijk moleculaire 
mechanismen die een rol spelen in grijze stof pathologie. We hebben ons hierbij 
gericht op NAGM weefsel van MS patiënten. We verwachtten minder activiteit in 
laesies, omdat daar een groot deel van de schade al aangericht is. Daarnaast blijkt 
uit vorig onderzoek dat er al neurodegeneratie plaatsvindt in NAGM. We hebben 
ons gericht op genen die een rol spelen in het ontwikkelen van de contactpunten 
tussen zenuwcellen (synapse plasticity). Daarnaast richtten we ons op receptoren 
die noodzakelijk zijn voor het ontvangen van signalen tussen zenuwcellen (ion 
channels and transporters cluster) en op genen die coderen voor groeifactoren 
(neurotrophins and receptors). Uit het onderzoek bleek dat genen die betrokken 
zijn in het ontwikkelen van contacten tussen zenuwcellen, verminderd tot expressie 
kwamen in MS. Er werden geen genen in de “neurotrophins and receptors” cluster 
gereguleerd. Maar er gebeurde wel veel in “ion channel and transporters” cluster. 
Maarliefst vijf genen kwamen significant meer in MS patiënten tot expressie dan 
in niet-neurologische controles. Na een strikte statistische correctie bleven er 
uiteindelijk twee genen over. Deze genen coderen voor ionkanalen die een rol 
spelen in de activiteit van hersencellen en de hersencellen mogelijk kunnen 
beschermen wanneer ze in overmaat worden gestimuleerd, zoals in MS gebeurt. We 
hebben deze reactie op overstimulatie nagebootst in zenuwcellen die zijn gekweekt 
in het lab en het bleek dat zenuwcellen bij een overmatige stimulatie van glutamaat 
inderdaad deze ionkanalen meer tot expressie brachten.  

Concluderend
Onderzoek beschreven in dit proefschrift heeft volgende aangetoond:
• MRI validatie studies (hoofdstuk 2.1-2.3):

• Een toename van organisatie/structuur in grijze stof laesies is niet 
geassocieerd met een toename van microglia/macrofagen.

• Grijze stof atrofie kan hoofdzakelijk worden verklaard door neuronaal 
verlies, neuronale krimp en axonaal verlies en niet door myeline verlies.

• Het handmatig aanpassen van witte en grijze stof segmentatie is belangrijk 
wanneer regionaal grijze stof volume wordt gemeten met behulp van FSL-
SIENAX of FreeSurfer.

• Neuropathologische studies (hoofdstuk 3 en 4):
• Neurodegeneratie vindt zowel in grijze stof laesies als in NAGM plaats. 
• In NAGM komen ionkanalen en transporters significant meer tot expressie 

dan in controle grijze stof. 
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Prof. dr. J.J.G. Geurts, beste Jeroen. Misschien weet je je het niet meer te herinneren, 
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